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The Historical Perspectives Peer Review Process
Historical Perspectives is a peer-reviewed publication of the
History Department at Santa Clara University. It showcases
student work that is selected for innovative research, theoretical
sophistication, and elegant writing. Consequently, the caliber of
submissions must be high to qualify for publication. Each year,
two student editors and two faculty advisors evaluate the
submissions.
Assessment is conducted in several stages. An initial reading of
submissions by the four editors and advisors establishes a short-list
of top papers. The assessment criteria in this process, as stated
above, focus on the papers’ level of research innovation,
theoretical sophistication, and elegance of presentation. No one
category is privileged over the others and strengths in one can be
considered corrective for deficiencies in another. The complete
panel of four editors and advisors then votes on the final selections.
Occasionally, as needed, authors may be asked to shorten or edit
their original submissions for re-submission.
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Introduction
Santa Clara University’s Phi Alpha Theta chapter publishes a
number of exceptional essays annually in the History
Department’s journal, Historical Perspectives. We faced the
difficult decision of choosing between many well-written student
essays that cover significant topics spanning many years and the
world across. As a result, the essays chosen represent some of the
most impressive undergraduate writing that Santa Clara
University students have produced for advanced seminars, original
research, and senior theses. We are grateful to every student who
submitted their papers for consideration and the faculty members
who assisted student writers with their essays. We are proud to
share the meaningful work from our community that exemplifies
the outstanding academic achievements and unique perspectives
of Santa Clara University students for the 2021 edition of
Historical Perspectives journal.
We find it important to acknowledge that 2021 has presented
new and continual challenges around the world and within our
Santa Clara University community. The coronavirus pandemic
continues to threaten lives and pose challenges as many navigate
the transition back to semi-normalcy. Additionally, SCU students
have experienced immense grief due to the loss of three SCU
students during fall quarter. We would like to take a moment to
honor the lives of Tone Lee, Justin Ebner, and Charlie DePue. Our
community has come together this year to promote the
accessibility of resources and support for challenges including
mental health, sexual assault, and racial injustice.
As history majors, we understand that the past and the
present are often intertwined, and the essays chosen for this year’s
journal reflect several of our world’s ongoing challenges. Between
the nine essays, the experiences of the LGBTQ+ community, the
Black community, and women are highlighted along with the
intersectionality of sexuality, race and gender. We believe it is
important to acknowledge the historic and continual oppression of
Historical Perspectives, Series II, Volume XXVI, 2021
Published by Scholar Commons, 2021
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these groups throughout the world and within our own
community. It is also significant to note the mobilization for
change that has occurred throughout history and continues today.
This year’s submissions demonstrate the ability of marginalized
communities to persevere through oppression and seemingly
insurmountable challenges. The selected essays represent a variety
of perspectives and voices that are valuable to Santa Clara
University and the community at large.
Continuing the tradition started with last year’s edition of
Historical Perspectives, this year’s journal includes a book review
of Homosexuality in Cold War America: Resistance and the Crisis
of Masculinity written by Robert Corber and reviewed by student
author Adelaide Vergnolle. This well-written review gives a
nuanced look at literature covering the homosexual experience in
the Cold War and makes for a meaningful addition to the theme of
this year’s publication. Additionally, the cover art for the journal
was produced by one of our own Santa Clara University students,
Alexa Esposito, who is currently a sophomore studio art minor.
During such difficult times for our community, we felt it
important to uplift a member of our Santa Clara University
community. We feel that this powerful artwork encapsulates the
communities represented within this year’s essay topics.
Finally, we would like to recognize the incredible inner
strength demonstrated by the student authors in producing such
profound and meaningful pieces of writing during such turbulent
times. Despite challenges and losses, this year’s journal attests to
the dedication, creativity, and commitment to evoke change of
Santa Clara University students. The submission topics reveal the
broad backgrounds of our student writers including Women and
Gender’s Studies, History, and Ethnic Studies, and the willingness
of students to examine significant historical events. We hope that
this year’s edition of Historical Perspectives encourages you to
think critically about the discrimination and oppression of various
groups around the world and in your own community. We invite
you to participate in the process of creating change and
ii
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persevering through the immense challenges this year has brought
us.
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“A Young Girl’s Blood”: Women and Empowering Violence in
the Algerian Revolution
Brandon Schultz
“The Old Algeria is dead,” Frantz Fanon declared in 1959, “all the
innocent blood that has flowed onto the national soil has produced
a new humanity and no one must fail to recognize this fact.”1 On 1
November 1954, members of Algeria’s National Liberation Front
(FLN) began to fight for their nation’s independence from its
colonial overlord, France. In the ensuing Algerian Revolution, the
FLN—primarily composed of native Algerians rather than the
European colonists who lived in the region—worked to secure
both Algeria’s national independence and the people’s personal
freedom, in the process toppling a system of invasive French
colonialism that had existed since 1830. One of the most striking
features of this revolution was the brutality of the violence wielded
by both sides of the conflict: the French employed the advanced
tools of its modern state to implement a savage and far-reaching
policy of torture and terrorism, and the FLN pursued a guerilla
strategy that targeted all members of the colonial system, including
civilians.
Given this context, Fanon’s 1959 commentary in A Dying
Colonialism, his analysis of the transformative nature of the
Algerian Revolution, thus captured how colonized peoples
employed decolonial violence to assert their formerly suppressed
humanity. In particular, Algerian women embodied this
humanizing phenomenon, for they participated in the FLN’s active
resistance to a substantial degree. Building on the Fanonian
concept of redemptive and empowering decolonial violence, this
essay explores the way violence—weaponized both by and against
1

Frantz Fanon, A Dying Colonialism, trans. Haakon Chevalier (New York: Grove Press,
1959), 27–28.
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colonized women—expanded Algerian women’s access to new,
transformative spheres of power and influence during the Algerian
Revolution.
Because the FLN employed violence in the name of a just
end, the group’s actions drew significant scrutiny and criticism
from those who argued that moral causes ought to triumph without
resorting to bloodshed. In his writings, Fanon attacked this idea
and the undue burden it placed on colonized people, specifically
criticizing the notion that, “in a war of liberation, the colonized
people must win, but they must do so cleanly, without
‘barbarity’…even while its adversary ventures, with a clear
conscience, into the unlimited exploration of new means of
terror.”2 Beyond merely asserting the right for colonized people to
meet their oppressors with equal force, Fanon explained the unique
need for colonized people to use violence in seeking freedom: “the
arrival of the colonist signified the death of indigenous
society…For the colonized, life can only materialize from the
rotting cadaver of the colonist.” Therefore, in fighting for true
independence from the annihilating colonial situation, the
colonized person’s violence “is invested with positive, formative
features because it constitutes their only work.”3
In 1956, the Algerian musician Slimane Azem wrote a
popular song which revealed that the Algerian people had
recognized the truth to Fanon’s approach to decolonial violence.
“Locust, you sicken me,” Azem sang, “a heartache you give to me
/ With your larvae you infest the grain that should be mine / But
the hour of the locust is now ending, my destiny is back in my
hands.”4 Comparing the French to invasive locusts, Azem depicted
2

Ibid., 24.
Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, trans. Richard Philcox (New York: Grove
Press, 1961), 50.
4
Slimane Azem, “Locust, Leave My Country (Berber Song): 1955” (originally “Criquets,
quittez mon pays!” from Mehenna Mahfoufi, ed., Chants kabyles de la guerre
d’indépendance. Algérie 1954–1962 (Paris: Seguier, 2002), 180–81), in Voices of
Decolonization: A Brief History with Documents, ed. Todd Shepard (Boston: Bedford/St.
Martin’s, 2015), 104.
3

2
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the colonizing oppressors as a diseased force with the power only
to deprive the speaker of autonomy and, through infection, spread
death. By ending the song with a reference to the hands, our most
fundamental tool for violence, Azem acknowledged that the
colonized people of Algeria would use their hands, in the form of
the FLN, to drive out the “locust” of France and reclaim their right
to health and independence. The FLN committed to this
philosophy in a proclamation on 1 November 1954, promising “in
conformity with revolutionary principles…the continuation of the
fight by any means until our goal is realized.”5 Indeed, for the
Algerian people—and especially for active members of the FLN,
including the numerous women in the group—violence represented
the most effective and morally justified approach to freeing
Algeria from its colonial situation.
In addition to serving in the FLN, Algerian women were a
subject of interest for colonial French authorities both before and
during the Revolution. According to Fanon, Algerian women took
on “a primordial importance” for colonial authorities, who during
their occupation developed the following political doctrine: “If we
want to destroy the structure of Algerian society, its capacity for
resistance, we must first of all conquer the women; we must go and
find them behind the veil where they hide themselves and in the
houses where the men keep them out of sight.”6 Because Algerian
women wore veils—public symbols of the colonized people’s
Muslim culture—the French colonists targeted these women in
order to disrupt pre-colonial societal norms and consequently
oppress the Algerian populace. By forcibly removing the veils
from these women, the French colonists asserted their supremacy
over the Algerian men who supported this tradition while
additionally depriving Algerian women of their autonomy. Due to
5

National Liberation Front, “Proclamation: November 1, 1954” (originally from Henri
Alleg, ed., La guerre d’Algérie (Paris: Editions Temps Actuels, 1981), 3: 507–11), in
Voices of Decolonization: A Brief History with Documents, ed. Todd Shepard (Boston:
Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2015), 99.
6
Fanon, A Dying Colonialism, 37–38.
3
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the symbolic power of this policy of deveiling, the French
colonists made the regular abuse of Algerian women a
foundational element of their colonial rule.
Moreover, during the Revolution, as Jaime Wadowiec notes,
“the French military elite in Algeria framed women’s évolution to
Western standards as proof of an unfulfilled component of the
mission civilisatrice and as competition to male nationalists’ public
assertions that women’s emancipation would emerge as a byproduct of Algerian liberation.”7 In addition to using unveiled
Algerian women as objects to demonstrate colonial control, French
colonists also used the practice of deveiling to justify their
continued rule and to slander the promised futures for women in a
liberated Algeria. And because the French treated Algerian women
as pivotal sites of colonial control, when these women interacted
with violence during the Revolution, their violence took on a
symbolic significance for the totality and morality of Algeria’s
decolonization.
It is worth noting that the French colonists’ interpretation of
colonized women—and in particular, veiled Muslim women—as
passive signifiers of Algerian culture reflected an extreme
ignorance of the dramatic changes in Algerian society that resulted
from the imposition of colonial rule in 1830. According to Marnia
Lazreg, pre-colonial Algeria boasted a diverse array of roles for
women. For instance, one of the most potent pre-colonial symbols
of womanhood was El Kahina, “a Berber queen from the Djaraoua
tribe of the Aurès Mountains, who unsuccessfully fought
advancing Arab soldiers in the seventh century.” As Lazreg notes,
“El Kahina’s character and its various transformations in historical
accounts may be read as a trope for the feminine condition” in
Algeria.8 El Kahina provided a template for women-centered
7

Jaime Wadowiec, “Muslim Algerian Women and the Rights of Man: Islam and
Gendered Citizenship in French Algeria at the End of Empire,” French Historical Studies
36, no. 4 (2014): 649–50.
8
Marnia Lazreg, “Women in Precolonial Algeria,” in The Eloquence of Silence: Algerian
Women in Question (New York: Routledge, 2019), 21.
4
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Algerian leadership that was inconceivable to the French colonial
imagination. Similarly, Lazreg argues that “some young women”
in pre-colonial Algeria “asserted their independence by eloping
with a group of young men,” returning “back home with the ones
they chose as husbands,” offering a portrait of a liberated form of
Algerian women’s sexuality rendered invisible by French-colonial
narratives surrounding the cloistered nature of veiled Muslim
women.9
But how did the popular image of the Algerian woman
transform from the relatively liberated El Kahina into the
seemingly passive and veiled woman targeted by the French? One
explanation for this change was the suffocating effects of the
colonial situation for Algerian men and the collapse of their
societal power. Writing in the paper Al manar in the year before
the Revolution, Fadila Ahmend argued “we, the women of Algeria,
have two jailers: colonialism…and the apathetic men who hang on
to customs and traditions inherited not from Islam but their
ignorant fathers. The second…is worse than the first.”10 Despite
her de-emphasis of colonialism’s role in shaping Algerian
women’s circumstances by the mid-twentieth century, Ahmend’s
comment was noteworthy for the way she specified that Algerian
men—not the cultural practices of Islam—bore responsibility for
subordinating the colonized women. Indeed, according to Lazreg,
“a mantle of invisibility descended over Algerian women in the
nineteenth century, spun not only by the ideological and
contradictory colonial policies but also by natives’ responses and
reactions to them.”11 Expanding on Ahmend’s frustration with the
“apathetic” colonized men who imposed strict control over
Algerian women, Lazreg exposes how the original sin of French
colonialism deprived Algerian men of their societal power and thus
prompted them to exercise what power remained over what they
could control: Algerian women.
9

Ibid., 33.
Wadowiec, “Muslim Algerian Women and the Rights of Man,” 654.
11
Lazreg, “Women in Precolonial Algeria,” 33.
10

5
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This devolution of power along the gendered and racialized
colonial hierarchy contributed to what Fanon described as the
phenomena “in the Algerian family” in which “the girl is always
one notch behind the boy…The girl has no opportunity, all things
considered, to develop her personality or to take any initiative.”12
Thus, Algerian women’s supposed passivity, which the French
viewed as an inherent weakness of the native culture, was
ultimately a direct consequence of the French colonial authorities
depriving Algerian men of their own power. And this crucial
transformation over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries explained the uniquely oppressed status of Algerian
women, as well as the humanizing significance of their eventual
use of violence, before and during the Revolution.
The oppression wrought by both the colonial Frenchmen and
the colonized Algerian men also heightened the controversy
surrounding Algerian women’s veils as these women began to
wield force alongside their Algerian brothers and against their
French occupiers. On the subject of French authorities’ practice of
deveiling Algerian women, Fanon detected “in the European the
crystallization of an aggressiveness, the strain of a kind of violence
before the Algerian woman. Deveiling this woman is revealing her
beauty; it is baring her secret, breaking her resistance, making her
available for adventure. Hiding the face is also disguising a secret;
it is also creating a world of mystery, of the hidden.”13 Through
deveiling, Fanon argued, French colonists grappled with the
contradictions of their colonial rule by confronting the
contradictions inherent in their sexual objectification of the women
they deveiled and their undeniable sexualization of the women
who remained veiled. As a result, for Algerian women, the veil—
regardless of if worn or not—became a symbol of colonial power
and oppression. This also transformed the veil into a tool, or
weapon, for women in the fight for Algeria’s independence.
12
13

Fanon, A Dying Colonialism, 105.
Ibid., 43.
6
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Psychoanalyzing the confessions and dreams of unveiled
women, Fanon found that, for Algerian women, “the veil covers
the body and disciplines it, tempers it…The veil protects,
reassures, isolates…Without the veil she has an impression of her
body being cut up into bits, put adrift; the limbs seem to lengthen
indefinitely.”14 Though colonized Algerian men undoubtedly
contributed to the use of veiling as a method of controlling women,
Fanon’s analysis suggested that Algerian women—or at least those
who had access to psychological treatment—generally interpreted
the veil as a source of security and comfort. In fact, without the
veil, these women expressed feelings resembling those of a victim
of violence. Accordingly, this understanding of the veil prompted
many Algerian women to reclaim the space created by its absence
through revolutionary, and often violent, actions. As Fanon
elaborated, without the veil, the Algerian woman “has to invent
new dimensions for her body, new means of muscular control,”
creating a situation in which “the Algerian woman who walks stark
naked into the European city relearns her body, re-established in a
totally revolutionary fashion. The new dialectic of the body and of
the world is primary in the case of one revolutionary woman.”15
Because French colonists committed violence, both symbolic and
physical, in deveiling Algerian women, these colonized figures
thus transformed the new negative space into a source of unique
power as they turned to violence to restore the autonomy that the
French colonists had taken from them.
These myriad colonial pressures—in particular the role of
colonial violence against women through deveiling—culminated in
colonized Algerian women’s embrace of violence during the
Revolution. As Lazreg relates, “there were veiled women in urban
centers who participated in the movement as weapons carriers and
liaison agents. At times, a woman would team up with a man in
carrying assignments, using her veil as a hiding device to get rid of
14
15

Ibid., 59.
Ibid.
7
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a gun. Other women removed their veils in order to carry out
assignments.”16 With or without the veil, women’s active
participation in the FLN’s revolutionary violence became a striking
feature of Algeria’s War of Independence. Describing these
fighters, Fanon wrote:
Carrying revolvers, grenades, hundreds of false identity cards
or bombs, the unveiled Algerian woman moves like a fish in
the Western waters. The soldiers, the French patrols, smile to
her as she passes, compliments on her looks are heard here
and there, but no one suspects that her suitcases contain the
automatic pistol which will presently mow down four or five
members of one of the patrols.17
Indeed, Algerian women proved to be a resourceful force for the
FLN due to their ability to move past French checkpoints—either
due to French authorities’ sexist assumption that they posed no
threat to the Europeans or because the French police wanted to
gain these women’s approval, and perhaps interest, by extending
kindness and deference to them as they smuggled bombs and other
weapons into urban centers. Due to the lack of scrutiny applied to
their gender, Algerian women became invaluable assets for the
liberation movement.
The actual number of women actively involved in the
decolonization effort remains unknown. According to registrations
with the Ministry of War Veterans, at least 10,949 women fought
against French colonial rule in Algeria; however, this estimate
significantly undercounts the true number.18 Regardless, these
guerilla fighters were predominantly educated women born in the
1930s. Some joined out of commitment to liberation, others
enlisted because of family connections, and some were even
recruited for their “European features” and their associated ability
16

Lazreg, “Nationalism, Decolonization, and Gender,” 114.
Fanon, A Dying Colonialism, 58.
18
Lazreg, “Nationalism, Decolonization, and Gender,” 112.
17
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to evade police scrutiny.19 Explaining why such a noteworthy
number of Algerian women joined the decolonization effort,
freedom fighter Zohra Drif appealed to the universality of the
liberation movement and the way its messaging connected to
Algerian national identity, declaring “it is all Algerian people’s
business, women, men, and children.’”20
One of the most direct consequences of Algerian women’s
involvement in militant FLN activity was that the women who
turned to violence gained access to previously unavailable spheres
of power in Algerian society. “At the individual level, violence is a
cleansing force,” Fanon asserted in 1961, specifying “it rids the
colonized of their inferiority complex, of their passive and
despairing attitude. It emboldens them and restores their selfconfidence.”21 If the use of violence enabled the colonized man to
assert the humanity quashed by the colonial situation, then
violence had the additional effect of enabling the colonized woman
to reclaim her humanity from both the colonial oppressor and the
colonized man who lashed out at her due to his sudden loss of
societal influence. Women’s use of violence thus undermined the
dehumanizing project of colonialism, and this revolutionary
relationship became particularly apparent during the Revolution.
In her 2017 memoir, Drif reflected on her role in killing
French colonists: “perhaps the reader of today expects me to regret
having placed bombs in public places frequented by European
civilians. I do not. To do so would be to obscure the central
problem of settler colonialism by trying to pass off the European
civilians of the day for (at best) mere tourists visiting Algeria or (at
worst) the ‘natural inheritors of our land in place of its legitimate
children.”22 Roughly 55 years after the conclusion of the conflict in
Algeria, Drif’s blunt and unapologetic commentary testified to the
19

Ibid., 113–14.
Ibid., 113.
21
Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, 51.
22
Zohra Drif, Inside the Battle of Algiers: Memoir of a Woman Freedom Fighter, trans.
Andrew Farrand (Charlottesville, VA: Just World Books, 2017), 105–06.
20
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confidence she clearly possessed in both the righteousness of her
cause and the violence she committed in working to realize her
vision for a liberated Algeria. Moreover, Drif’s intense
identification with Algeria—evident in the way she pointedly
condemned the insidious colonial Europeans who presented
themselves as either innocent visitors or divinely sanctioned
overlords—demonstrated the extent to which Drif’s use of violence
enabled her to transcend her previously limiting identity as a
colonized Algerian woman, mirroring her goal of liberating her
nation from colonial control. Therefore, through wielding violence
in the name of liberation, freedom-fighting women like Drif
managed to ascend to the top of the colonial power hierarchy,
casting out colonial forces and asserting a humanity equal to that
of the colonized men they fought alongside. In the Algerian case,
the use of decolonizing violence—at least for a time during the
Revolution—enabled colonized women to access more societal
power and influence.
Beyond the scope of the individual, women’s use of violence
also suggested a new national identity for Algeria in which
women, by virtue of their brave revolutionary efforts, could enjoy
more significant roles. Addressing the effect of decolonizing
violence on the community, Fanon argued “when it is achieved
during a war of liberation the mobilization of the masses
introduces the notion of common cause, national destiny, and
collective history into every consciousness…The violence of the
colonized, we have said, unifies the people.”23 For Fanon, violence,
when employed by the oppressed or the colonized, acts as a
bonding force, bringing together those seeking liberation and
justice in the form of a new, postcolonial community. Because the
FLN made decolonizing violence one of its main strategies for
pursuing liberation, Algerian women who employed violence were
consequently able to share in the foundational activities of the
soon-to-be free Algeria.
23

Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, 51.
10
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In her account of a meeting with top members of the FLN—
including FLN leader Yacef Saâdi—Drif recalled “from that
family emerged an atmosphere of complete solidarity and
unbreakable fraternity, filling the whole room and beyond and
penetrating…these people were life itself and all its promises. And
it was because they embodied life itself that they fought and waged
war to earn it: to free the country, whatever the price.”24 In this
instance, Fanon’s theory of the empowering nature of decolonizing
violence helps to explain Drif’s genuinely warm portrait of the
FLN operations despite the fact that the ostensible purpose of the
meeting was to plan and organize guerilla strikes. Violence united
the colonized Algerian man and woman, and through this shared
experience emerged the unique identity of the ensuing,
postcolonial Algeria. Since violence was the primary method of
decolonization, women’s active use of violence against colonial
powers signified Algerian women’s embrace of a new level of
power on more equal footing with the Algerian men also engaged
in the same tumultuous conflict. While this radical gender dynamic
did not continue in postcolonial Algeria, the use of decolonizing
violence during the Revolution enabled Algerian women for a time
to access new spheres of power through asserting both their own
humanity and that of their nation in the same way as their
colonized Algerian brothers.
That said, the use of force was not the only way violence led
to an expansion of Algerian women’s influence during the
Revolution. France’s brutal torture practices, especially when
weaponized against women, also played a significant role in
enhancing Algerian women’s influence. At first, however, French
torture and terror was described predominantly in masculine terms,
rendering the women who were victims of imperial torture
invisible. For example, in the introduction to La Question—Henri
Alleg’s controversial exposé of French torture methods during the
Algerian Revolution—Jean-Paul Sartre made men the sole object
24

Drif, Inside the Battle of Algiers, 102.
11
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of the violence. “We fascinate ourselves with the whirlpool of
inhumanity,” Sartre wrote, “but it only needs a man, hard and
stubborn, obstinately doing his duty to his fellow man, to save us
from vertigo. The ‘Question’ is not inhuman; it is simply an
ignoble and vicious crime, committed by men against man and that
another man can and must rebuke.”25 According to Sartre, not only
were the French paratroopers’ torture tactics employed just against
men, they required other men to defeat and end them. While
certainly evocative, this phrasing nonetheless obscured the
violence against women perpetrated by French forces as they
tortured Algerian women who fought for their nation’s freedom.
The relative invisibility of the Algerian women victimized by
French torture made the case of Djamila Boupacha all the more
attention-grabbing. Here the violence perpetrated against Algerian
women also served to enhance their power in Algerian, and even
French, society. Boupacha was a young member of the FLN who,
on 10 February 1960, found herself arrested by French authorities
for allegedly planting a bomb in a restaurant in Algiers six months
earlier. During her arrest, French authorities tortured Boupacha and
compelled her against her will to sign a confession. Only with the
aid of her attorney Gisèle Halimi and the writer Simone de
Beauvoir did Boupacha evade execution.26 Beauvoir’s writing, in
particular, helped thrust Boupacha’s case to the forefront of French
public consciousness, exposing France’s torture network in Algeria
and dealing a crippling blow to efforts to maintain control over the
colony.27
In her preface to Djamila Boupacha, Beauvoir declared “a
twenty-three-year-old Algerian woman and liaison for the FLN
was imprisoned, raped with a bottle by French military men, and
25
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it’s considered ordinary.”28 The simplicity of the line, and its
matter-of-fact presentation of the hideous facts of Boupacha’s
case, belied the claim to the “ordinary,” for Beauvoir forced
French readers to confront the truth of the torture conducted in
their name in Algeria. According to Judith Surkis, at stake in this
text was a fundamental moral question: “could we or should we
still be moved by ‘a young girl’s blood’…in the midst of a
genocide ([de Beauvoir’s] word) and mass internments, which
Beauvoir likened to ‘extermination camps.’”29 By focusing on
Boupacha, Beauvoir boiled down the moral grayness of the
Algerian conflict into an easily understandable moral issue, of
which the French clearly stood on the wrong and inhumane side.
The combined efforts of Boupacha, Halimi, and Beauvoir thus
transformed the violence perpetrated against Boupacha into a
powerful force through which Boupacha could reclaim her own
life along with the other colonized Algerian women who would
soon enjoy freedom as a result of the French public finally
recognizing the inherent immorality of French occupation.
Boupacha’s case highlighted how Algerian women could achieve
humanizing power even when suffering from violence.
Whether they were using violence or suffering from it,
Algerian women’s frequent encounters with brutality during the
Revolution undeniably led to lasting change in regard to women’s
roles in Algerian society. During the Revolution, according to
Fanon, colonized Algerians “came to realize that if they wished to
bring a new world to birth they would have to create a new
Algerian society from top to bottom.”30 As a result, the societal
upheavals brought about by the FLN and other revolutionary
forces created a situation in which the old traditions and customs
28
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of Algerian society could be remade, and women—through their
active and violent engagement in the revolutionary process—
ensured that they would occupy a seat of influence in the rebirth of
their nation.
Through violence, Fanon contended, “the woman ceased to
be a complement for a man. She literally forged a new place for
herself by her sheer strength,”31 and this strength was evident both
when Algerian women planted bombs in urban centers and when
they withstood horrific rape by bottle while being tortured by
colonial French authorities. Indeed, the violence used by and
against Algerian women rendered the previously absolute
judgment of the father “altogether absurd in the light of the
immense tragedy being experienced by the people,”32 prompting
the father to “not be displeased to hear his daughter speaking out”
and refrain from “remind[ing] her that a woman should be
silent.”33 The Revolution disrupted the Algerian family, but
women’s close confrontations with brutality and violence enabled
them to return to the family unit with an enhanced status that
afforded them more freedom and power than before. Algerian
women who turned to violence, then, served not only to liberate
the nation, but to liberate themselves as well.
Ultimately, the noteworthy violence employed both by and
against colonized Algerian women during the Algerian Revolution
allowed these women to gain access to new spheres of power and
influence in society. Although many Algerian women enjoyed
relatively liberated lives before the French colonized Algeria in
1830, the imposition of the colonial system gave rise to twin
oppressors: the French colonists and the colonized Algerian men
who sought to control women as a reaction to their diminishing
societal power. Because these groups infused Algerian women
with a significance deeply connected to the colonial project, when
the Revolution began in 1954 and colonized women joined the
31
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FLN in large numbers, the violence perpetrated by these Algerian
women took on a symbolic meaning for the liberation movement.
In particular, colonized women’s weaponization of the veil—or its
lack thereof—represented a dismantling of both the colonial
project and the cultural order of colonized Algerian men.
In accordance with the Fanonian concept of empowering
decolonizing violence, women’s subsequent use of violence in
fighting for Algeria’s independence also enabled women to assert
their own dignity and humanity among their Algerian brothers, as
well as within the context of the entire liberation movement. As a
result, women who participated in the FLN reversed their calcified
second-class status and asserted their value to the emerging
independent Algerian society. Even women who were victims of
violence and torture, like Djamila Boupacha, demonstrated the
empowering effects of their interaction with violence by using
their stories to expose the moral rot at the center of France’s claim
to Algeria. Ultimately, violence became a tool for Algerian women
to assert the independence of their nation and themselves, creating
a permanent change in the consciousness of the newly freed
Algeria by the end of the Revolution in 1962.
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“The Capitalist System is a
System of Murder for Profit”:
Radium Girls in the Public Eye
Sophie Wink
In 1922, Mollie Maggia died a miserable death as her body gave
out, her mouth filling with blood and her bones breaking under the
weight of her own flesh. She was only twenty-five years old. The
sudden and violent illness was initially blamed on syphilis, a
diagnosis that devastated the young woman’s family.1 It would
soon be discovered, however, that the horrifying symptoms were
instead the result of continued exposure to radium through work as
a dial painter for the U.S. Radium Company (USRC) in Orange,
New Jersey. Soon, many of Maggia’s coworkers began to die in
the same horrific manner. Once these women finally received their
terminal diagnoses and filed suit against the U.S. Radium
Company, the nation watched with bated breath to see whether
USRC would be held accountable for their gross neglect. The fact
that the lawsuit against such a large corporation was taken to court
can be credited, in large part, to the press and the National
Consumers’ League, who worked to expose the plights of the
women and the gross neglect of their employer. Action against
employer abuses and for workplace safety had been central to the
Progressive Era, which stretched from the end of the Civil War to
about the time when action was taken against the USRC. This can
be seen in responses to events like the Triangle Factory fire, the
best-known workplace tragedy of the period. Despite the cultural
awareness of corruption and corporate malpractice, the radium
1
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workers’ story was sensationalized and addressed in mainstream
society only briefly. The general ambivalence and prior lack of
media coverage demonstrates how women and immigrants often
found themselves excluded from the prevailing progressive
narrative of the time.
Investigation into the variances in coverage brings into focus
that more radical, specifically far-left, publications that provide
stories on the exploitation of workers continue to maintain a large
following in the United States. Today, socialists like Bernie
Sanders retain a large following even in a relatively conservative
political atmosphere. It is significant that when people are
presented with such egregious wrongs against the least powerful in
society, such as the dial painters, those in the affected class seek an
answer, something that movements like communism and socialism
often claim to offer. By sensationally presenting the horrors of the
Radium Girls and asserting that only the utter destruction of
capitalism would bring an end to such abuses, communist paper
The Daily Worker was able to draw in an enraptured audience who
clung to its every word. In contrast, papers like The New York
Times tended to present the issue more as a one-off instance of
corporate abuse (and tepidly, at that) rather than blaming society at
large. In a similar manner, modern leftist politicians such as Bernie
Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez claim that socialism or
virtual socialism is the only solution to systemic societal problems
such as poverty and police brutality.
Mainstream media coverage of the radium case, like that seen
in the New York Times, tended to tiptoe around assigning blame
and did not do enough to bring the plight of the Radium Dial
Painters to the public consciousness. In her detailed coverage of
the case in Radium Girls, Kate Moore observes that women
painting watches in Ottawa, Illinois continued to paint with radium
long after it had been discovered to cause death. She attributes
much of this failure to the early coverage: “The news piece about
Marguerite Carlough’s case was hidden inside a local paper eight
hundred miles away. Dr. Maryland’s radical study from the year
17
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before was hotly debated,” but “although his findings were
reported by the general media of New York and New Jersey…
girls who lived in Ottawa didn’t read the New York Times.'”’2 Even
if those women did read it, The New York Times’ coverage
remained noncommital, not wanting to step on the toes of the
powerful U.S. Radium Company. In Mass Media and
Environmental Impact, historian Bill Kovarik discusses the
media’s impact on the Radium Girls’ case. He explains that “only
after the case of the New Jersey women was legitimized in a
courtroom setting -- a formal structure for news gathering -- did
the larger media outlets pick up the story.”3Once they got a hold of
the story, though, much of the press quickly sensationalized it,
resulting in quick and small-stakes settlements to keep USRC out
of the public eye.4 In contrast to the mainstream coverage of the
case, radical media sources such as the communist Daily Worker
focused their coverage more on the intense hardships of the women
and used the case as an opportunity to denounce capitalism as
inhumane. To a striking degree, the Daily Worker focused
centrally and sensationally on the stories and sufferings of the
victims (albeit with the goal to combat destructive capitalism)
while more mainstream sources often glossed over these horrific
facts.
The case of New Jersey’s “Radium Girls” is a story that,
shockingly, remained largely untold to the general public. For the
brief period of time when the case was under litigation, the story
was at the forefront of national (or at least East Coast) attention,
but as soon as the dying women agreed to small out-of-court
settlements, the issue disappeared almost entirely from the public
view. Kate Moore’s The Radium Girls (2016) was the first fulllength nonfiction narrative about the story. Moore’s exposé
sparked contemporary national interest in the horrific story of these
2
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dial-painters in New Jersey, even inspiring a mainstream film.5 A
number of more scholarly pieces also cover the case, including
Claudia Clark’s 1997 Radium Girls, “The Playboy and the Radium
Girls,” by Dan Cooper and Brian Grinder (2008), Laura Lee
Cooper’s aptly-titled “Glow-in-the-Dark Tragedy,” (2007) and a
2015 publication entitled “Radium Girls” by the Radiological
Society of Northern America. Further, in 2018 the National
Archives Catalogs published a collection of nearly 4000 primary
sources that offer a more complete look at the legal proceedings
and the conversations going on within the U.S. Radium
Corporation. This essay attempts to build on the information
provided by these earlier scholars with a focus on media.
Specifically, it contrasts coverage by a mainstream source (The
New York Times) with a more alternative source (The Daily
Worker) and compares the ways in which they presented the case.
The Horrific Case of the Radium Girls
The story is a long and complicated one, with many players and
competing perspectives. The factory in Orange, New Jersey
opened in 1917 when production boomed due to military need for
the radium-painted watches. The company factory first opened its
doors in 1917 in Newark, New Jersey.6 Despite its founding in the
heyday of the Progressive Era, when much focus was on the
responsibility of employers to keep their employees safe, certain
important safety measures were overlooked in the founding of the
U.S. Radium Corporation. Radium was fairly new on the scene,
having been discovered in 1898 by Marie and Pierre Curie, and
scientists as well as opportunistic entrepreneurs touted the amazing
abilities of radium to serve as a health supplement, cleaning
product, or illuminator.7 In 1907, The New York Times claimed that
5
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lupus “can be cured with certainty by exposure... to rays emitted by
radium bromide” and a 1905 article described the element’s
cancer-fighting properties with incredulity, citing one doctor who
called it “‘liquid sunshine’”.8 While there was great exaltation of
radium in public discussion, many scientists held quiet concerns
about the element’s potential dangers. USRC was aware of these
concerns, and in fact published an article internally titled “Radium
Dangers: Injurious Effects” in 1906, long before the first of the
women began to show symptoms of radium poisoning.9 Women
working at USRC’s warehouse painted the numbers on watches so
that the timepieces would glow and be readable in the dark. The
job was a fairly glamorous one; not only was it profitable (a fast
dial painter could earn a generous salary of up to $25 a week), but
the young women felt like an important part of the war
movement.10 This patriotism was both romantic and exciting.
Exhilarated by the novel qualities of radium, the young women not
only pointed their brushes between their teeth but also painted their
teeth and fingernails with the substance so that they could go home
glowing like ghosts.11 Not all the women were so quick to trust in
this mysterious element, but most were, especially since ill effects
were not immediate. Due to the slow effects of radium poisoning,
which had not been recognized as a disease prior to the USRC
case, many dial painters remained employed by USRC for years
without seeing any negative consequences. Eventually though,
Mollie Maggia fell ill in 1922 and many other women followed her
to the grave. While Maggia’s cause of death was initially listed as
syphilis, her USRC coworkers began to notice similar symptoms
and became skeptical of USRC’s insistence that there was no
connection between radium and their symptoms. It took years, but
8
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eventually the women and their doctors realized that their
sufferings were not unrelated. With the help of Jane Addams and
the National Consumers League, pressure was put on USRC to
begin investigating the claims of industrial poisoning.12
The USRC, however, had other plans. From the outset, it
adamantly denied any connection between radium and illness.
Internal memoranda and external communications alike gave little
regard to the suffering women and shrugged off their accusations.
A bulletin from 1924 insisted that “we are positive that our work is
absolutely harmless… numerous rumors and misstatements of
facts have been made by certain individuals. These have been
injurious to our organization and individuals making same [sic]
can be held for slander”.13 As the pressure to more fully investigate
mounted too much to ignore, USRC took some ignominious steps
to protect its reputation. The first people hired by the company to
look into the claims were Dr. Cecil Drinker and his wife Dr.
Katherine Drinker. After an intensive study, the Drinkers
concluded that radium may well have been the cause of illness; in a
letter to company president Arthur Roeder, Drinker wrote
conclusively: “We believe that the trouble which has occurred is
due to radium”.14 Unhappy with this report, Vice President Harold
Viedt questioned Drinker’s credibility – despite having been the
one to hire him – and stated that he was “very much disappointed
in Dr. Drinker’s findings”.15 He further suggested that the Drinkers
were not sufficiently expert on the subject and that discussion with
other scientists would disprove the Drinkers’ conclusion.16 USRC
eventually published a falsified version of the Drinker report and
also reached out to another doctor named Frederick Flinn (who did
not actually hold a medical license). Flinn tested many of the
12
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women himself and declared that they were all entirely healthy.17
USRC was much happier with this report; Dr. H.H. Barker, a
corporation executive, wrote, “his findings have been entirely
negative and I think his report represents a very good piece of
work.”18 To further protect its image, the company made several
payouts to the families of deceased women such as Hazel Kuser in
exchange for an agreement not to press charges or speak out
against USRC. Kuser’s family received only a small one-time
payment of $1000.19
The case did ultimately go to court, and a legal battle ensued
as the USRC insisted that it owed nothing to the dying women.
The dial painters persisted in the fight while fearing that their
deaths were imminent. In late April of 1928, to the outrage of the
victims, their lawyer, and many media outlets across the country,
the case was adjourned until September. The women spoke out
against the postponement of the trial and enraged newspaper
reporters denounced the choice, even inspiring one Essex County
assemblywoman to attempt an extension of the statute of
limitations.20 Ultimately, however, both parties agreed to a
settlement– the women because they feared they wouldn’t live
long enough to see the court case through and USRC because it
wanted its name out of the press. After a bit of negotiating, each of
the victims won a one-time payment of $10,000 ($138,606), “a
pension of $600 ($8,316) a year for life, past and future medical
expenses, and USRC to cover all court costs.”21 The settlement
pleased the women and allowed them to live out their final days in
relative peace, but USRC eventually managed to find loopholes
that allowed it to back out of the continuing medical costs.22
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Although it offered some peace for the women who worked for the
United States Radium Company, the settlement was far from a
happy ending. According to Rebecca Hersher on NPR, “by 1927,
more than 50 women had died as a direct result of radium paint
poisoning.”23 The New Jersey women were far from the only ones
affected; Moore’s book examines parallel events in Ottawa,
Illinois, where many women died in exactly the same manner
because little tangible change was made when the New Jersey case
was wrapped up and pushed out of the public eye.24
The New York Times’ coverage
The media, especially the New York media, was integral to the
success of the Radium Girls’ case. Because the USRC factory was
located just across the Hudson River from Manhattan, New York
news outlets were among the first to pick up the story. Walter
Lippmann’s involvement in the case through The New York World
is fairly well-known: after Jane Addams informed him of the case
and of the judge’s choice to postpone the trial from April to
September, Lippmann published a piece denouncing this as “one of
the most damnable travesties of justice that has ever come to our
attention.”25 Much of the New York coverage, however, tended to
be more desultory. Initial reports in The New York Times were
reluctant to place blame at the risk of offending U.S. Radium
Company, an influential corporate power. The first related report
found in The New York Times appears fairly early, in 1925, before
the suit had been filed against USRC. It reports the death of Sarah
Maileffer, stating that she was the seventh dial painter to die. The
author judiciously lays out the facts of the suit, explaining that the
victim’s parents “contend that radium phosphate was the cause of
the trouble,” but fails to take any firm stand as to the credence of
23
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that charge. Later coverage took a clearer stance suggesting
USRC’s innocence. A June 20, 1925 article asserts that “I do not
imply that the company has not done all it could for its
employees... I am sure the factory will cooperate to check this
danger if it is found to be a real menace to health.”26 Another
article also refused to assign blame: “Until this case is disposed of
we will not feel at liberty to make our findings public because to
do so would prejudice one side or the other.”27 It is clear that the
author was tiptoeing around the powerful US Radium Company in
an attempt to excuse it from any blame and ward off any lawsuit
for defamation.
As time went on and the case grew in the public eye, The
New York Times’ coverage offered a fairly complete and carefully
subjective view of the case. A mid-trial article in April of 1928
offers coverage spanning almost the full length of a page and
explains the complexities of the trial. While failing to truly take a
defined side (in contrast to The Daily Worker), it describes the
women as “maintain[ing] an attitude of almost cheerful
resignation” throughout the trial and offers the telling headline
“Ex-employer testifies; Admits He Did Not Warn Them of Danger
to Their Lives in Luminous Paint They Used.”28 The New York
Times continued to provide in-depth coverage of the trial, but
remained careful not to take an explicit stance, referring to the
women’s claims as “allegations” and avoiding sensationalizing the
story.28 29Later reports refer to the women as “radium victims” and
seem to accept as fact that these women were poisoned.30 This
lines up fairly well with the progression of the story as radium
26
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poisoning began to find large-scale acceptance and the debate
shifted more to whether the company was responsible for
negligence.
Media coverage of the case is very distinctive in the way the
final settlements are presented. The New York Times presents the
settlement as good news, heralding it as a victory in headlines from
June of 1928.31 The settlement delivered positive news in that the
women were able to finally get some peace and financial
compensation, but the payments were not nearly enough to cover
the women’s medical costs and later meddling greatly reduced the
actual annual support the women received.
The Daily Worker Weighs In
A close reading of The Daily Worker’s coverage of the U.S.
Radium trials reveals a presentation that is distinct from more
mainstream coverage, like that of The New York Times. The Daily
Worker was well-known for its affiliation with the Communist
party and served as the voice of the party in the United States. As a
result, much of its coverage focused on its mission of
deconstructing the capitalist system by exposing what it saw as
capitalism’s failures. The events that The Daily Worker covered
were largely the same as those covered by The New York Times,
but rather than looking at them as one-off events, they viewed
them as symptoms of a toxic capitalist society.
The coverage of the case by The Daily Worker and The New
York Times both picked up around the time that the court process
began in 1927. However, unlike The New York Times, the Worker
almost immediately condemned the events as horrific. The first
headline story regarding the case appeared in The Daily Worker in
31
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July of 1927, in which the authors denounce USRC’s invocation of
the statute of limitations to avoid charges as a “trick not to pay
workers poisoned by radium.”32 When the case continued to be
postponed due to bureaucratic stalling, The Daily Worker called it
“ridiculous,” explaining that “sheltering itself behind the statute of
limitations, the corporation succeeded for a long time in preventing
the case from reaching the courts.”33 It stated flatly, “The women
are dying.”34 Like The New York Times, the Worker was
disappointed with the ultimate settlement of the case; it reports that
USRC was originally proposing a payment of $25,000 per woman
and $3,000 per year for life and decries even this as a cop-out to
the dying women. Tongue-in-cheek, the paper exclaimed that
“since the five women, who are in constant great pain, have less
than a year to live, their former employers would not have to spend
much pension money”.35
While the trial was ongoing, the paper published front-page
articles presenting the alarming news that the women were
“doomed to slow and painful deaths” and vividly describing the
process of “radium eat[ing] its way through lips, gum and tongue
to brain.”36 Notably, many of the stories regarding the case
beginning in late May of 1928 included photographs of the
women, often accompanied by graphic depictions of the women’s
suffering. It appears that the intention of these visuals was to draw
sympathy and drive home the point that the women’s radium
poisoning was not an isolated incident but rather a part of a larger
corrupted system.
The implication of capitalism as the cause for horrors such as
those seen through the Radium Girls’ tale is made clear in The
32
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Daily Worker. A front-page headline from the May 22 paper
blames “bosses’ greed,” evoking memories of men like John D.
Rockefeller and J.P. Morgan, the infamously corrupt capitalists of
the Progressive Era.37 For years, far-left liberals and communists
had denounced and called for the dissolution of the system that
allowed these men to become far too powerful. Nowhere is this
point made more clearly than in a 1926 Worker polemic headlined
“Price of a Worker’s Life”. Seething with rage over the
insufficiency of the settlements and the fact that the mainstream
media applauded them, the author offers an opprobrium explicitly
blaming capitalism. Passionately, he declares that “the workers
who die because their employers found it more profitable to tell
them to shape the poisonous radium-paint brushes with their lips
are not… unusual, but only a picturesque example of the deadly
nature of capitalist exploitation.”38 Expounding on this point, the
author proclaims that capitalism cares not for human life and that
the only way to ensure that human life was valued was to destroy
the capitalist system. The author goes on to make such bold claims
as “the capitalist system is a system of murder for profit,” and that,
as in the U.S.S.R., the capitalist system would be destroyed in the
United States.39The Daily Worker was able to successfully present
the case of the “Radium Girls” in a way that excoriated the
capitalist system and blamed it for the injustices of the world.
A Comparison of Mainstream and Communist Coverage
The differences between coverage by The New York Times and The
Daily Worker are clear. As is immediately apparent, coverage by
the communist paper is much more sensational, focusing on the
extreme suffering of the poisoned women and emphasizing the
corruption of the “bosses” who killed them. When the case came to
a close with the settlements in the summer of 1928, the mainstream
media seemed set at ease while more radical media expressed more
37
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outrage than ever. It seems that much of the American population
at this time would have agreed that the women deserved
compensation and even that the United States Radium Corporation
was complicit in their suffering. Communist papers, however, were
much more damning in their approach. The Daily Worker, the
voice of American communism, immediately and unequivocally
condemned the actions of USRC and saw the women as victims of
a corrupt system. The Chicago Daily Times, another leftist paper
(though populist rather than communist) took a similarly strong
stance when discussing radium poisoning in Ottawa– in The
Radium Girls, Moore quotes Chicago Daily Times reporter Mary
Doty: “They shoot to kill when it comes to cattle thieves in Illinois,
and fish and fowl are safeguarded by stringent game laws– but
womenfolk come cheap.”40
Radium Girls in the Media and Contemporary Implications
The ways in which the radical media sensationalized the story of
the Radium Girls offers an indication of how such movements
critical of American capitalism have found success even in a
largely conservative society. By radicalizing issues into something
bigger than mere isolated unfortunate events but rather the
symptoms of a dysfunctional society, these types of media outlets
are able to inspire large swaths of the population. Americans who
dream of a better society and believe that radical change is the only
way to fix it read stories like this and are driven to action. Even
during the Trump presidency, there were large groups of
Americans impassioned about social change and adamant that
radical reform was the only way to solve it. Politicians such as
socialist Bernie Sanders continue to appeal to large groups of
Americans, especially young people, by presenting individual
issues as the side effects of a corrupt society. On his campaign
website, Sanders advocates for concepts such as “Free Child Care
and Pre-K for All,” “Tax Increases for the Rich,” and “College for
40
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All,” which take a radical step away from traditional American
beliefs in both laissez faire and rugged individualism.41 Politicians
like Bernie Sanders have maintained their hold by appealing to
idealistic hopes of social change. A 2021 article for Jacobin
Magazine tells a story of Sanders winning support for his 1976
gubernatorial campaign by connecting with New Haven factory
workers facing inhumane conditions in the workplace.42 Not unlike
The Daily Worker’s use of the Radium Girls’ case to draw
attention to capitalist corruption and communism as the best
alternative, Sanders looked at a singular instance of workplace
injustice and used it to convince people that radical change was the
only solution.
There is much to be learned about how radical movements
gain and maintain their popularity even when they do not align
with predominant mainstream thought. By not only exposing the
horrors of USRC’s power abuse, but going so far as to blame it on
a capitalist system that valued profitability above all else, The
Daily Worker was able to find support for its movement. The story
of the Radium Girls should not be forgotten, not only for its effect
on the women and the system that exploited them, but for the
complex media interpretations it evoked.
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“The Woman’s Hour Has Struck:”
How the National American Woman Suffrage Association
Secured the Nineteenth Amendment Through War Activism in
World War I
Claire Marsden
“War, what is it good for?”1 Despite the controversy of American
overseas military expeditions in the early twentieth century, World
War I proved a turning point in the American women’s suffrage
movement, most notably due to the war efforts of the National
American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA). Throughout
the nineteenth century, NAWSA’s suffrage amendment efforts
consisted of state by state lobbying, parades, and open-air
meetings, which resulted in only eight states granting women the
vote before the war.2 The turn of the twentieth century, however,
sparked new life in the centuries old suffrage movement. The
Progressive Era gave rise to the “new woman,” some of whom
started professional careers, advanced their education, had fewer
children, and got politically involved while still maintaining their
traditional domestic sphere of childcare and housework.3 With the
United States’ entrance into World War I in 1917 and women’s
new public role, NAWSA saw an opportunity to appeal to male
politicians by proving women’s societal worth through war efforts,
shifting their suffrage strategy away from state campaigns to
emphasize national patriotism.4 Contrastingly, the National
1
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Women’s Party (NWP), another suffrage association, ignored the
war and relied on radical forms of protest that rejected the
patriarchy and aggressively stood against the government to fight
for women’s equality.5 NWP’s bold strategy proved to be ahead of
its time. NAWSA, understanding that the fight for women’s
equality was too radical for the moment, took a more conservative
approach, presenting their suffragists as allies to the government,
not enemies. NAWSA made itself indispensable by maintaining
the home front in volunteering its two million members to hold
leadership positions, maintain the economy, raise funds, and
cultivate supplies for millions of soldiers abroad.6 NAWSA’s
actions shortened the war and took much of the burden off the
Wilson administration. NAWSA women used war efforts and
strong patriotism to appeal to traditional American values in order
to gain women’s suffrage. The most crucial factor in bringing
about suffrage was NAWSA’s wartime activism as it changed the
minds of federal government politicians, particularly President
Woodrow Wilson, a long-time opponent of suffrage. Proving to be
a critical asset in the war, NAWSA swayed male society into
honoring the democracy they fought for internationally on the
home front as well, leading to the passage of the Nineteenth
Amendment, granting American women the right to vote.
NAWSA struggled to gain popularity in their state by state
suffrage campaign, leading them to shift efforts towards patriotism
in the wake of World War I. Created in 1890 through the merger of
the National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA) and the
American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA), NAWSA
advocated for American women suffrage for thirty years, with
most members fighting since the late 1860s under NWSA or
AWSA. The original women’s suffrage amendment, written by
5
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NAWSA founder Susan B. Anthony, was introduced to Congress
in 1878 and got rejected annually until 1920.7 Led by Carrie
Chapman Catt and Anna Howard Shaw, NAWSA’s suffrage
campaign focused on winning state amendments, where they went
door-to-door, man-to-man, appealing to traditional female
stereotypes about nurturing mothers and peacemakers to sell the
political and social benefits of female voters.8 This progress was
slow, creating a long road to national suffrage. Fortunately,
NAWSA was “not wedded to any method of obtaining [suffrage],
but [was] willing to adopt any just plan which [promised] success,”
demonstrating a willingness to use any means required to advance
suffrage.9 At the turn of the twentieth century, the Progressive Era
brought forth the idea of the “new woman” as women started
gaining confidence, power, and freedom in society.10 This female
empowerment, in tandem with the war, sparked a new mentality in
NAWSA’s suffrage movement that emphasized patriotism and
strong women’s war activism.
On February 23, 1917, NAWSA leaders pledged war service
to President Wilson in a vote of 63 to 14.11 NAWSA preemptively
dedicated its members and supplies months before the United
States officially entered World War I on April 6, 1917 to “avoid
waste of time and effort in an emergency,”12 strategically proving
to the government, early on, the utility of their vast abilities and
devotion to the country. Despite being a pacifist, Catt, NAWSA’s
President, saw war as a promising suffrage opportunity and, in
1917, proclaimed: "We offer services which we can guarantee to
perform, because [NAWSA] has the most efficient country
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organization of any association of women in the United States.”13
Seeing the war’s potential benefit, Catt subordinated a key part of
her personal ideology to achieve gains for suffrage. Moreover, the
Association declared: “we pledge our unswerving loyalty to our
country, and the continuance of our aid in patriotic service, to help
make the world safe for democracy, both at home and abroad.”14
As millions of men traveled abroad to fight, NAWSA volunteered
its two million devoted members to advance the war through
fundraising, mobilizing resources, lobbying, and utilizing their
multi-level organization.15
NAWSA’s patriotic strategy brought about a relatively
speedy reversal of Wilson’s position on suffrage, giving them
support from the nation’s most powerful leader. In 1918, Wilson,
“[agreed] without reservation that the full and sincere democratic
reconstruction of the world…[would] not have been completely or
adequately attained until women [were] admitted to the suffrage.”16
The United States’ entrance in World War I in conjunction with
NAWSA’s consequential dedication of war efforts convinced
Wilson to support suffrage after years of opposition. The weight of
his influence resulted in a wave of various Congressional and state
officials to back the federal amendment, which quickly gained
approval in 1920, shortly after the war’s end in 1918.17 With
suffragists comprising the bulk of home front volunteers, NAWSA
made suffrage a visible war topic and a prominent political issue
not only to prove women’s value to the government and encourage
cooperation for suffrage but also to inspire a national realization of
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the hypocrisy in fighting for democracy abroad while denying it at
home.
NAWSA used the United States’ entrance into the war as a
sign that “The Woman’s Hour Has Struck,” boosting the spirit of
mobilization and igniting a new fire in the fight for suffrage. 18 The
government, desperate for a women’s workforce in World War I,
was indebted to NAWSA for their unwavering war-time labors and
sacrifices that demonstrated their steadfast loyalty to the nation and
made suffragists the ultimate war asset. The Association helped
with food production, clothing conservation, the Americanization
of immigrants, protecting women in industrial jobs, establishing
the Woman’s Committee of the Council of National Defense,
raising Liberty Loans, and volunteering with the Red Cross.19
NAWSA branded its suffragists as patriotic citizens, making them
so prominent in every facet of the war that government officials
could not help but think, see, and talk about women’s
enfranchisement.20 Playing “a leading role in the support and
defense of the nation,” NAWSA’s war effort unquestionably gave
suffrage a global platform that pressured the nation to correct its
phony endorsement of democracy by approving the Nineteenth
Amendment.21
The majority of NAWSA suffragists’ war contributions
consisted of cultivating and serving four war service departments:
Food Production, Thrift and Elimination of Waste,
Americanization, and Industrial Protection of Women. These
departments had branches across the nation that NAWSA state
presidents often oversaw in addition to serving as chairs of the War
Service Committee to confer their progress and desires to the
federal government.22 The Food Production department trained
women to farm and cultivate large gardens, having suffragists
18
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attend farm training schools, volunteer on farms, or can food at
home and in canning kitchens in order to provide a sufficient food
supply to soldiers in Europe.23 The Thrift and Elimination of Waste
department stressed the importance of clothing services for
soldiers; NAWSA leaders traveled and wrote letters to citizens
nationwide reaching out for donations and volunteers to
manufacture clothing.24 In the Americanization department,
NAWSA led war propaganda programs focused on patriotic
education for immigrants. During the war, the United States
housed over eight million immigrants, who, due to differing
traditions and backgrounds, were feared to not understand the
war’s purpose and rebel against or threaten U.S. war efforts.25
NAWSA, through this department, sought to minimize the threat
of anti-war opinions so they held classes to teach immigrants about
patriotism, national allegiance, and American customs and
language.26 The department also used slogans such as ‘Our Second
Line of Defense’ and ‘The Girl Behind the Man Behind the Gun’
to urge more women to contribute to the exhausted war workforce,
strategically acknowledging women’s importance in the nation to
further the suffrage campaign within war activism.27 The Industrial
Protection of Women department was established to secure women
wartime jobs to fill men’s positions and to protect women in these
jobs by fighting for equal pay.28 Prior to the war, women received
much less pay than men and were excluded from various job
positions; NASWA took advantage of the nation’s desperation for
women’s labor to promote better and more equal working
conditions. NAWSA’s war efforts did not stop with these
departments; the suffragists took further initiative by establishing
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greater female leadership positions and volunteering for a variety
of war relief organizations.
The Woman’s Committee of the Council of National Defense
(WCND) was NAWSA’s most progressive contribution to the war,
establishing a women’s alternative to the male-dominated Council
of National Defense that gave women a say in war initiatives.29
The federal government, under President Wilson, planned on
making the WCND an advisory body with no real power; however,
Anna Howard Shaw, former NAWSA president and leader of
WCND, made the committee a central channel for “delivering
woman power to the war effort”30 that directly coordinated state
and local projects. The government reluctantly allowed WCND to
operate as Shaw desired because it was too large of an asset to turn
down. The Woman’s Committee positioned itself within
NAWSA’s various subdivisions of war efforts including social
hygiene, home and foreign relief, charity maintenance, child
welfare, and the four key departments previously mentioned.31
NAWSA’s creation of and dominance in WCND allowed
“NAWSA officials throughout the nation increased opportunities
to link woman suffrage with women’s war service in the public
mind.”32 NASWA utilized this committee to promote suffrage as a
greater form of citizenship that helped women fulfill their
responsibility of maintaining the home front and keeping families
safe during the chaos of war.
To further prove women’s worthiness of suffrage, NAWSA
members volunteered in addition to their numerous other war
contributions. The suffragists sustained the functionality of society
and the national economy throughout the duration of the war by
volunteering in hospitals and munition factories, raising money,
29
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and caring for children.33 Taking on many leadership roles,
NAWSA suffragists remained active in all parts of war volunteer
projects, serving everywhere from the Red Cross to the Navy
League.34 NAWSA volunteered immense labor to raise $125,000
for the establishment and maintenance of the Woman’s Hospital
Unit in France as well as $200,000 for Women’s Overseas
Hospitals.35 Through its state branches and mass membership,
NAWSA collected one-fourth of the total Liberty Bonds raised
during the war, significantly expanding the nation’s ability to
afford valuable resources.36 Summarizing NAWSA’s war work,
George Clarke, Lord Sydenham of Combe, stated: “Wherever
intelligence, care, and close attention [was] needed,
women…distinguished themselves…to save thousands of lives and
to change the entire aspect of the war.”37 NAWSA made itself an
indispensable war asset, leading the federal government to realize
women’s value and drop their objections to suffrage.
Not all suffragists universally supported NAWSA’s war
efforts. The National Women’s Party (NWP) juxtaposed
NAWSA’s patriotic suffrage campaign with their radical fight for
equality that some believe was the driving force in attaining the
Nineteenth Amendment. Both organizations appealed to
predominantly middle to upper class white women who supported
suffrage; however, the groups’ differing ideologies for suffrage
and campaign strategies created deep tension between them.
NWP’s suffrage approach was to ignore the war, solely focusing
energy on the federal suffrage amendment. NWP “rejected
patriarchal politics” and fought for women’s suffrage as a natural
right, not as a war effort or a promotion of female stereotypes.38
NWP not only held a radical philosophy regarding suffrage but
33
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also enjoyed flouting their unruly behavior and rebellion against
the government to pressure politicians into giving them equality
and to gain more media attention for their cause.
NWP felt the nation was unpatriotic in not allowing citizens
to complain about injustice and fight for equality, so they followed
rule-breaking tactics to gain suffrage, like picketing the White
House, getting arrested, and going on starvation strikes in prison.39
In their campaigns, NWP often pointed out “the hypocrisy of
President Wilson’s advice to teachers,” for example, “[to]
emphasize the ‘meaning and aims of democracy’ when most
teachers were voteless women.”40 They were unafraid to appear
selfish to the nation in standing up for women’s interest instead of
the war because they felt suffrage was a more dire issue than
overseas democracy.41 Instead of pressuring the government into
respecting their fight for equality, the NWP’s rebellion only
elevated the good doings of NAWSA, making the government take
more of a liking to their suffrage tactics. Instead of critiquing the
government with radical protests, NAWSA took out their
disenfranchisement frustration by working hard in the war to show
off women’s capabilities and strength. NAWSA fought for both the
war and suffrage, reinforcing gender stereotypes to impress male
politicians with their patriotism and traditional values.42 NAWSA
knew that an unwillingness to support the war, like what NWP did,
would look “unpatriotic and be cited as more evidence that women
were unfit for citizenship.”43 NAWSA co-founder Alice Stone
Blackwell explained that, “Women are seeking the ballot not for
their own pleasure, not even chiefly for their own self-respect, but
above all because they want to help.”44 NAWSA purposefully
never framed suffrage as an issue of women’s natural rights,
39
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knowing that the advertisement of women’s stereotypical nurturing
qualities and helpfulness in the war would gain more popularity
than NWP’s radical notions, especially as the majority of
politicians did not support gender equality.45 Although NWP held
more progressive ideologies in their suffrage fight, NAWSA knew
that strong war efforts, more than strong suffragist campaigns,
would force politicians to take note of women’s competence, the
hypocrisy of international democracy, and women’s dependability
during the country’s darkest hardships. By using the national war
themes of justice and democracy in their own fight for suffrage,
NAWSA appealed to the government as patriotic allies and created
a strong bond with politicians instead of making them their enemy
as NWP did, proving the crucial, positive impact war activism
played in changing minds on suffrage and passing the Nineteenth
Amendment.46
NAWSA’s fierce home front war efforts persuaded President
Woodrow Wilson to support suffrage, providing women an
endorsement from the nation’s most powerful man that allowed
them to secure the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment. When
elected, President Wilson gave no indication he approved of
women’s rights or would take any action to help their amendment
pass in Congress as he was a longtime adversary of gender
equality.47 Wilson, “rudely repulsed delegations of distinguished
women wishing to law their views before him” as he thought a
woman’s place was in the home and viewed suffrage as
“repugnant.”48 NAWSA came through as a critical war asset when
the government desperately needed help, proving their bravery,
strength, and honor to the President, which “tipped the scales in the
fight for women’s suffrage.”49 The war was expensive and required
45
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significant sacrifice from citizens and the government in order for
the United States to succeed. Unlike most people who were
unwilling to put in the time and effort to heavily contribute to war
efforts, NAWSA took on the challenge of providing for the nation,
demonstrating their resilience and worth as citizens as part of their
decades long fight for suffrage.50
After seeing NAWSA’s national commitment and critical
war aid, Wilson declared that the United States could not rightfully
promote, “full and sincere democratic reconstitution of the world”
until women obtained suffrage.51 In a 1917 speech to Congress,
Wilson asked, “We have made partners of the women in this war;
shall we admit them only to a partnership of suffering…and not to
a partnership of privilege and right?”52 In 1918, Wilson again
stated, “it is high time that some part of our debt of gratitude to
them should be acknowledged and paid, and the only
acknowledgment they ask is their admission to suffrage.”53 His
passionate speeches advising Congress to approve the Nineteenth
Amendment demonstrate not only his recognition of the hypocrisy
of fighting for international democracy but also his indebtedness to
NAWSA for their unwavering loyalty. On August 18, 1920, the
Nineteenth Amendment was ratified by a two-third majority in
Congress, a few years after the end of World War I on November
11, 1918 and shortly following the President’s various impassioned
speeches.54 Wilson believed that female suffrage would benefit the
nation as women’s peaceful nature would keep the country out of
future conflict.55 Wilson directly took NAWSA’s bait of appealing
to traditional and conservative male views of women during this
era. NAWSA’s contribution to World War I allowed Wilson to
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realize women’s capabilities and usefulness socially, politically,
and economically, beyond their domestic sphere of housework.
NAWSA dissolved once the Nineteenth Amendment passed,
completing their task of winning suffrage that left a legacy of full
citizenship and political opportunity for future American women.
The Nineteenth Amendment states: “The right of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account of sex.”56 Congress has the power
to enforce this article in any way deemed appropriate to guarantee
women equal opportunity to vote and take part of government.57
World War I shifted the cause for women’s political independence
as American democracy relied on women’s ability to uplift society
and the economy while men fought overseas.58 As legal scholar
Pamela S. Karlan notes, “Suffragists conscripted rhetorical claims
advanced in favor of the war, and pointed to women’s key role on
the home front, to bolster their arguments in favor of domestic
expansion of voting rights.”59 The political and “gendered
opportunities for suffrage stemmed particularly from women’s
growing presence in the public sphere,”60 which allowed NAWSA
to gain a dominant role in the war. At the same time the President
and other federal politicians experienced a change of heart
regarding suffrage, state officials also became more supportive
towards the end of the war after seeing NAWSA’s persistent
patriotism and resilient involvement in providing labor and
resources for the nation.61 With the war, NAWSA transitioned their
suffrage battle from the state to federal level; although they no
longer primarily advocated for state suffrage amendments, having
widespread support from multiple levels of government greatly
56
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aided their campaign. Drafted in 1875 by Susan B. Anthony and
introduced to Congress in 1878, the Amendment was officially
ratified on August 18, 1920, two years after the end of World War
I.62 The timing of the Amendment’s approval directly correlates
with the end of the war as shown by the short time frame in
between both momentous events, especially when observed within
the approximate fifty-year timeline of NWSA, AWSA, and
NAWSA’s failed attempts to gain suffrage prior to 1920.
The National American Woman Suffrage Association, after
thirty years of struggle in their state by state amendment campaign,
passed the most crucial amendment for female rights to the United
States Constitution due to their unwavering aid in World War I that
proved women’s value as loyal, hardworking, and dedicated
citizens. By placing themselves at the forefront of war activism,
NAWSA demonstrated to politicians the hypocrisy of fighting for
international democracy when the most dedicated U.S. citizens
could not even vote. President Wilson conceded to his
misogynistic errors of misjudging women’s capabilities and
quickly backed the suffrage movement after NAWSA proved to be
a critical war asset. The government was indebted to these patriotic
suffragists for their unwavering service that allowed the nation to
survive and thrive during wartime. NAWSA’s creation of four
special war service departments, leadership in the Woman’s
Committee of the Council of National Defense, and vast volunteer
work uplifted the nation’s society and economy in a time of grave
desperation. Despite winning over the government, NAWSA did
face opposition from fellow suffragists. The NWP critiqued
NAWSA’s war efforts as too conservative and against gender
equality; however, NAWSA knew patriotism would illicit more
respect from, and create an ally in, the government, advancing
women’s rights further than any radical movements could. The
Association’s dedication to the nation changed President Wilson’s
anti-suffrage opinion into a full endorsement that led the majority
62
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of Congressmen to do the same, allowing the Nineteenth
Amendment to pass in 1920. Without World War I, it is unknown
when suffragists would have gained enough support for a federal
amendment to pass. The war proved not only to be a critical event
in history that changed the course of global democracy but also a
key opening for suffragists to persuade the government of their
value and create a legacy for American women that has been
celebrated for more than 100 years. NAWSA’s war activism
completely changed the societal and political fate of American
women as it paved the way for women’s suffrage and for further
progress towards gender equality. The work done by the
Association has allowed women to continue to break down
stereotypes and barriers to equal opportunities, carrying on
NAWSA’s baton to instill an even better future for the next
generation of women.
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The Race for Acceptance: Female Marathon Runners’
Fight for Global Equality and Inclusion
Claire Murphy
August 5th, 1984 proved to be more than just a monumental day at
the Los Angeles Olympics. Not only did fifty female marathon
runners from over 28 countries unite to compete for gold for the
very first time, but an American, Joan Benoit Samuelson, won the
world's first Olympic marathon.1 Significant media coverage prior
to the race led many to speculate on the outcome, with popular
news outlets like the New York Times releasing detailed reports
about the race’s competitors and course descriptions in the days
prior to the event. “The race will begin at 8 A.M., before smog
covers the sky and before the temperature works up into the mid80's...The course is fairly flat, with the highest point only 300 feet
above sea level..,” read one report.2 Despite her recent recovery
from knee surgery, and multiple warnings from her coach Bob
Sevene to not rush her progress, Benoit Samuelson beat out all her
competitors. Finishing with a record-breaking time of 2:24:43,
Samuelson cemented her place in marathon history as the first
woman to do so.3 Benoit Samuelson later described the nerveracking experience in her memoir. “The noise was muffled and I
heard my own footfalls. I thought, ‘Once you leave this tunnel,
your life will be changed forever.’”4 Benoit Samuelson was doing
more than just changing her own life, however. By successfully
finishing the Olympic marathon, she was proving to the world that
women are physically capable of competing on the same level as
their male counterparts.
1
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Joan Benoit Samuelson entering the last stretch of the inaugural
Olympic Marathon.5

Samuelson’s win might have solidified women’s place
within the Olympic marathon, but it was made possible by the
women who came before her who challenged sexist standards
about competitive athletics. These notable women and their
substantial efforts to defy nationally accepted rules and regulations
made it possible for female long-distance runners like Samuelson
to gain acknowledgement for their abilities. Roberta Gibb and
Kathrine Switzer’s active participation in male-only races, in
addition to their increased advocacy efforts, worked to generate
increased media coverage, consequently affecting both the
visibility and recognition of female marathon runners. With the
enlisted support of well-respected multinational corporations like
Avon, female marathon runners managed to gain the awareness
and attention necessary to be included in the Olympic Marathon,
the pinnacle of athletic achievement.
5
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Despite female runners being prohibited from participating
in publicly sanctioned marathon races until 1972, accounts of
women crashing male races were recorded as early as the late
1950s.6 Female runners like Ona Siporin raced (unofficially)
alongside men in both short and long-distance events,
demonstrating the importance of gradually entering into
competitions to ease the pushback from athletic officials. Women
could publicly compete in sprint-style events for decades prior to
their involvement in the marathon, but Siporin notes how there
were always “women who want to go further.” According to
Siporin, there was never a time-period where lack of allowance
was a result of general disinterest.7 A Greek runner, Stamatis
Rovithi, became the first woman to complete the Athens Olympic
Marathon course in 1896, which demonstrated the desire for
women to want to compete in longer distance races.7 Justifications
for exclusion primarily lay outside of female control, most notably
at the hands of the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU).8
Up until the late 1970s, almost all amateur sports occurring
outside of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) were
regulated by the AAU. This meant that the AAU created and
maintained all rules established within publicly-sanctioned
sports, possessing the authority to “discipline and ban athletes”
who refused to comply with these rules, even when they were
discriminatory.9 Despite approving of and actively supporting
female participation in the majority of track and field events, the
AAU deemed marathon running to be outside the bounds of
female capacity.
Following this declaration, officials cited three main
principles for their rationale in preventing women from
6
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competing. From a medical perspective, women were
“physiologically unsuited” to compete in this kind of athletic
event, as it was too physically demanding of their bodies and
damaging to their health.10 Daniel Ferris, the AAU secretarytreasurer at the time of the 1931 U.S. marathon championship,
upheld these claims when he wrote to Gazella Weinreich, an
eighteen-year-old runner who attempted to compete in the race.
Ferris expelled Weinreich, summarizing his rationale with the
following points. First, that it “would be too much for any
woman,” and lay outside the bounds of appropriate femininity.11
Second, “aesthetic” considerations would mean any women
competitors would be “unattractive” to the male viewer, as
athletic proficiency would generate the muscular build and
strength capacity meant for a man. Third, Ferris stated that from
a “social” standpoint, the “qualities and behaviors” associated
with physical sports contradicted the characteristics of true
“femininity.”12 His reasoning was echoed by many athletics
officials and much of the medical establishment.
Many female runners were also told to avoid long-distance
races because they would exert too much damage on their ovaries.
Dr. Frederick Rand Rogers of the New York State Department of
Health and Physical Education published a statement in 1929
supporting this theory. He expressed the belief that female longdistance runners would develop “wholly masculine physiques and
behavior traits,” and this inhibited their ability to conceive.13
Women were also viewed as incapable of the discipline,
dedication, and sacrifice necessary to be successful. Expert
physicians, medical professionals, and the larger public continued
to propagate these ideologies in the years leading up to female
participation in the marathon, despite increased backlash. During
10
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the mid-twentieth century, female runners were told they must
accept the limitations of their gender and to stop making a fuss
about it.14 Fortunately, for the sake of female marathon running
and the future of female athletics, many women ignored and
defied these official declarations.
Roberta “Bobbi” Gibb refused to comply with official
guidelines when told she could not participate in the 1966 Boston
Marathon, one of the most challenging and arduous races
available to long-distance runners. Following a request for
permission, Boston Athletic Association (BAA) president Will
Cloney wrote back barring Gibb from competing. Gibb recalls
Cloney stating that “women were not physiologically capable of
running twenty-six miles,” and the association could not be liable
for this decision.15 Anything outside of the distance of one and
half miles was strictly prohibited by the AAU.16 In this moment,
Gibb had an important decision to make, one that would
ultimately pave the way for future female runners. In her 2016
autobiography, Gibb reflected:
At that moment, I knew that I was running for much
more than my own personal challenge. I was running
to change the way people think. There existed a false
belief that was keeping half the world’s population
from experiencing all of life. And I believed that if
everyone, man and woman, could find the peace and
wholeness I found in running, the world would be a
better, happier, healthier place.17
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Dressed in a hooded sweatshirt and hiding in a bush
alongside the starting line, Gibb defied official protocol and
entered the Boston Marathon among a sea of male participants.
To Gibb's surprise, she ran the race without interruption and is
remembered as the first woman to do so despite her efforts
remaining unofficial in the eyes of the AAU.18 Public
encouragement and widespread media coverage of the event led
Cloney to publicly repudiate the historic moment, denying its
significance. In a Sports Illustrated article published shortly
after the event, Cloney stated that “Mrs. Bingay (Gibb) did not
run in the Boston Marathon,” but instead “covered the same
route as the official race while it was in progress. No girl has
ever run in the Boston Marathon.”19 The following year Gibb
ran again (still unofficially), this time with different intentions.
Rather than racing for gender equality, Gibb was recorded by a
Boston Globe reporter as stating that she was participating “to
share the feelings of joy I get while running.”20 Gibb’s mother
spoke with a New York Times journalist after the race, claiming
that Gibb did not “want to break any barriers...she’s not
interested in competing against men.”21 This seemed to reflect a
change in attitude, perhaps as a result of the repeated dismissal
of her athletic abilities and achievements by race officials.
Gibb’s commentary was not the main focal point of the 1967
Boston Marathon race, however. Another female runner, by the
name of Kathrine Switzer, remained at the forefront of public
discussion for her revolutionary efforts to register and compete
as an official entrant under the name of K. Switzer.22
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Kathrine Switzer walked up to the official starting line on
Wednesday, April 19th, 1967 with a purpose. Unlike Gibb,
Switzer entered with a registered race number (261) attached to
her shirt. Her coach, Arnie Briggs, advised Switzer to use initials
on her race application and picked up her bib number to avoid
suspicion. Switzer raced in the Boston Marathon alongside her
boyfriend, Thomas Miller, and another friend from Syracuse
University. Despite her initial efforts to remain hidden among
other competitors, officials quickly gathered word of Switzer’s
participation and rushed onto the course to expel her. Captured by
photographers in what is now
considered to be one of the most
infamous moments in sports history,
Switzer was physically assaulted by
race officials Will Cloney and Jock
Semple as they tried to pull her off
the course.23 Switzer later recounted
the experience in her autobiography,
Marathon Woman:
Suddenly, a man with an overcoat and felt hat was in the
middle of the road shaking his finger at me; he said
something to me as I passed and reached out for my
hand, catching my glove instead and pulling it
off...Moments later, I heard the scraping noise of leather
shoes coming up fast behind me, an alien and alarming
sound amid the muted thump-thumping of the rubber
running shoes... ‘Get the hell out of my race and give me
those numbers!’ Then he swiped down my front, trying
to rip off my bib number, just as I leapt backward from
him (91).24
23
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Harry Trask’s infamous photos of Switzer being pulled off course by
race officials.25

Despite the turbulent events that took place that day, Switzer
was able to complete the marathon with a recorded time of four
hours and twenty minutes.26 In the days following the event,
Switzer received a formal letter from the AAU expelling her from
membership on the grounds that she had run more than the allowed
distance approved for women and had “fraudulently entered the
race by signing the entry form” with her personal initials.27
Switzer’s AAU membership may have been terminated as a result
of her illegal participation in the race, but it was the AAU who
suffered as a result of the outcome.
Widespread media circulation of photos from the race
worked to call national attention to the issue of gender
discrimination within long-distance running. Notable newspapers
like the New York Times got a hold of the story and ran it as frontpage news: “Lady With Desire to Run Crashed Marathon;
Officials at Boston Shaken When Entry 261 Started Race.”28
Newspaper headlines throughout Boston published Switzer’s
dramatic story, and the event soon became sensationalized with
Switzer appearing on popular talk shows like the Tonight Show
25
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with Johnny Carson in the days following.29 This form of
coverage also proved a vital element in the fight for equality. Not
only did it call attention to the discriminatory rules and
regulations set forth by the AAU and BAA, but it opened the door
for increased visibility, attention, and political activism for female
marathon running. With Gibb and Switzer now at the forefront of
the public’s awareness, enough momentum was generated to start
a new movement, one that would inspire future women to join the
cause and fight for equality within long-distance racing.30
The 1970s were a revolutionary period in many ways for
female marathon running. Not only were more women competing
in marathon races across the country (with the numbers nearly
quadrupling from 1970 -1971), but women were running
consistently faster than ever before.31 In August of 1971,
Adrienne Beames, a runner from Australia, broke the three-hour
barrier with a time of 2:46:30. This proved to the world (and to
the AAU) that women were indeed physically capable of this kind
of challenge and official rules needed to change.32 Organizations
like the Road Runners Club of America (RRCA) and Women’s
Sports Foundation (WSF) became vital resources for women in
their efforts to gain equality. Sponsored by the RRCA, the
American National Women’s Marathon Championship was the
very first official U.S. marathon that allowed women to compete
and was held in Atlantic City, New Jersey.33 Although the race
remained outside of “legitimately sanctioned” marathons, it
embodied the growing movement that was occurring across the
globe to make, as one Sports Illustrated journalists reported,
female runners “unofficially official.”34 It also worked to send a
strong message to the AAU, adding pressure to the longstanding
29
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oppressive policies they mandated. Hitting a breaking point in
1972 as a result of increased financial threats and legislative
action, the AAU yielded on their previous policies and allowed
women to compete in Boston, though specific stipulations
remained. Female runners had to begin from a separate starting
line and needed to meet the male qualifying requirement of three
hours and thirty minutes.35 Nonetheless, this inclusion marked a
turning point in women’s marathon running. Switzer noted the
importance of this moment in her autobiography, Marathon
Woman. “Giving women permission (endorsement) to participate
alongside men threw thousands of years of preconceptions about
female weakness out the window...if women could run a
marathon, they can do anything.”36
Political activism, and the extensive media coverage that
followed, proved to be the nail in the AAU’s coffin for divided
marathons. After Nina Kuscsik finished first among female racers
in Boston, she filed a lawsuit along with other races against the
AAU and staged a sit-in at the start of the 1972 New York City
Marathon. Several female runners refused to start at the mandated
female time of ten minutes prior to the men and held up signs
depicted by a New York Times reporter stating, “Hey AAU. This
is 1972. Wake Up!”37 Refusing to begin before the men, female
runners waited for the starting gun to go off and then proceeded to
join the male racers, sixty of which signed their petition
condemning the AAU.37 With lawsuits filed and increased
scrutiny gathering among the public and media officials, the AAU
decided to retract their gender segregation policies and officially
allow women to compete alongside men in all publicly sanctioned
marathon events.38 1974 marked the first year in sports history
that the AAU would sponsor a publicly sanctioned marathon race:
35
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the National Marathon Championship for Women.39 The path to
the Olympics seemed within sight, but the women runners still
needed to generate a greater amount of global attention and
publicity. According to Switzer, the IOC mandated that in order
for an “event to qualify for Olympic inclusion it must be practiced
in at least twenty-five countries and on three continents.”40As
Switzer noted, “We needed more numbers. We needed more
events. If we had the events, we’d have the numbers. We needed
the Dream Race.”41 Little did Switzer know however, a
partnership with Avon Cosmetics would prove to be the ticket
into the Olympics.
At the peak of the women’s marathon movement, Avon
Products, Inc. was one of the most popular cosmetic companies in
the world. Their corporate network spanned the globe, reaching
dozens of countries across several continents. Valued at over $1.4
billion, Avon employed more than twenty-six thousand
employees, making them one of the largest and most profitable
beauty corporations on the market.42 Executive vice president of
Avon, Mark Williams (in a promotional attempt to reach a new
demographic of athletes), approached Switzer to gauge her interest
in organizing a women's marathon sponsored by Avon. Switzer
would be a key piece in the promotional campaign, as she directly
led the Women’s Sports Foundation at the time. Recognizing a
potential opportunity to generate IOC recognition, Switzer
proposed a different plan: The Avon International Running
Circuit. The circuit would be a collection of female marathon
races across the globe that would generate widespread attention
and recognition.43
The races would provide women with “the opportunity to
39
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participate in something appealing, accessible, and intimidating,”
while at the same time incorporating Avon’s global network by
hosting races in every country that included an Avon branch.
Switzer envisioned that each Avon-sponsored race winner would
be sent to the Avon International Marathon Championship, a
global event designed to generate significant attention for both the
Avon brand and female marathon running. More importantly, it
would allow the IOC to see that female marathon running had
reached a larger audience and therefore could be a contender for
the Olympics.44 While Switzer knew it was a long shot, corporate
executives approved of the global marketing idea, and the first
Avon International Marathon Championship was held in Atlanta,
Georgia in 1978. The event included 152 runners traveling from
more than eight countries. The following race took place in
Waldniel, West Germany with 262 runners representing twentyfour countries.45 Soon Avon branches across the globe were vying
to host their own races, with popular brands like Nike sponsoring
promotional campaigns targeting the IOC with slogans that read,
“WE THINK IT’S TIME THE IOC STOPPED RUNNING
AWAY FROM WOMEN RUNNERS.” Nike also established the
International Runners’ Committee (IRC) to “increase competitive
opportunities for runners worldwide.” 46 With the third
International Marathon Championship held in London in the days
following the end of the Moscow Olympics, advocates for the
women’s marathon had one last opportunity to be considered for
inclusion before a final decision was made about the 1984
Olympics. London proved to be successful, with twenty-seven
countries represented from over five continents, “exceeding the
IOC’s formal requirements for new events.” As Switzer notes,
“London was the proof. They can’t refuse us now.”47
February 23rd, 1981 marked a historic day in female sports
44
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history. Many female runners across the world waited anxiously
for the IOC’s final decision regarding female inclusion in the
Olympic marathon. Switzer, who delegated to the Executive
Board of the IOC on behalf of the female running community in
the days prior, remained hopeful about the decision. At 6:30 p.m.
the Executive Board announced the approval for inclusion of the
women’s marathon, negating a previous rule that required
decisions to be made four years in advance of the games. The
event would be officially included in the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympics, thoroughly cementing women’s permanent place within
the marathon and signaling to the public that women belong in
competitive athletics.48
The world of female marathon racing was forever changed
by the actions of several remarkable women, exemplified by the
efforts of Roberta Gibb and Kathrine Switzer when they decided
to defy official rule and crash the all-male Boston Marathon in
1966 and 1967. However, it was more than these moments alone
that generated change. The momentum that came from these
actions spurred a global movement, one that put female longdistance runners at the forefront of media and public attention.
This movement, along with the tireless advocacy efforts for female
inclusion and corporate support from globally recognized brands
like Avon, solidified women marathon runners’ place at the 1984
Summer Olympics. The newfound visibility and awareness
generated for female runners would have a larger and much longer
lasting impact than expected. As a result of these events, the world
began to change the way they viewed women, but more
importantly, female athletes. No longer would they be considered
the weak and dainty racers they once were. When given the
opportunity and global platform, female marathon runners proved
that they possessed the capabilities to compete alongside men, and
should be viewed as equal within professional athletics.
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“The Malicious and Untruthful White Press”:
Ida B Wells’s Fight Against White Supremacy in the
Contemporary Age
Natalie Henriquez
The brutal murder of George Floyd at the hands of law
enforcement on May 20, 2020 sparked a wave of protests across
the globe. Conservative media outlets emphasized how the “riots”
and looting disrupted civility in American society, largely ignoring
the role of police brutality and racially charged violence. An
analysis of the coverage surrounding police brutality and the 2020
protests reveals that the media still minimizes the claims of
oppression made by African American individuals to focus on
notions of “civilization” in America. Lethal violence directed
toward African American men is nothing new in the United States,
nor is media coverage that disparages activists working to end
racialized killings. More than a century before the Black Lives
Matter movement, the anti-lynching crusade led by Ida B. Wells
was vilified by newspapers across the country and depicted as a
slanderous attack to undermine the morality and civility of the
South. The staggering responses to the 2020 protests suggest that
the nation is still fighting against the modern system of slavery that
Ida B. Wells so honorably challenged at the turn of the twentieth
century. This paper provides historical context for the vilification
of Black Lives Matter protests by illustrating how newspapers
across the United States reported on Wells and her anti-lynching
crusade between 1892 and 1895.
The years 1892 to 1899 witnessed some of the highest rates
of lynching in American history.1 Wells inverted the arguments of
socio-cultural and political supremacy charged by white
southerners and dismantled the justifications for lynching by
1

Charles Seguin and David Rigby, “National Crimes: A New National Data Set of
Lynchings in the United States, 1883 to 1941,” Socius: Sociological Research for a
Dynamic World, 5 (2019).
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emphasizing the civility, morality, and even innocence of African
American men, in contrast to the barbarity and cruelty of white
lynching apologists. Wells also vehemently argued that lynching
was motivated by fears of the increasing socio-economic and
political autonomy of African American men and fears of
“miscegenation” — a term invented a generation earlier to stoke
fears of racial mixing.2 Focusing on the way she was depicted in a
sampling of newspapers from across the country underscores why
Wells was so threatening and why publishers felt it imperative to
refute her claims.
There is extensive literature analyzing Wells’
autobiographies, anti-lynching crusade in Europe, and rhetorical
battles with southern newspapers (particularly the Commercial
Appeal of Memphis, Tennessee). Linda McMurry’s book To Keep
the Waters Troubled: The Life of Ida B. Wells, as well as Gail
Bederman’s article “'Civilization,' the Decline of Middle-Class
Manliness, and Ida B. Wells’ Antilynching Campaign” are the best
sources to consult. However, there remains a void in an analysis of
Wells’ impact across the United States.3 This paper focuses on The
Atchison Globe (Atchison, Kansas); The New York Times; The
News and Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina); and The Oregonian
(Portland, Oregon) in order to draw on a representative sample of
national papers. Developments in newspaper production and
transportation lines made national and even international coverage
2

This is precisely what scholar Martha Hodes meant when she asserted that “after the
war, in order to preserve racial hierarchy, whites set out to fashion a more rigid dividing
line based upon stricter racial categories. One of the most certain ways to sustain the
racial categories of ‘black’ and ‘white’ was to make sure that people of African ancestry
and people of European ancestry did not have children together,” Martha Hodes, White
Women, Black Men (Yale University Press, 1997), 174.
3

For a detailed account of Ida B. Wells’ anti-lynching crusade see: Linda O. McMurry,
To Keep the Waters Troubled: The Life of Ida B. Wells. To Keep the Waters Troubled:
The Life of Ida B. Wells. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011); Gail Bederman,
“'Civilization,' the Decline of Middle-Class Manliness, and Ida B. Wells’ Antilynching
Campaign” (1892–94).
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of Wells’ anti-lynching crusade possible.4 The Atchison Globe
provides an interesting perspective; Wells conducted a lecture in
Atchison, KS that served as a kind of battleground between proUnion and pro-confederate forces, where both pro-slavery and proabolition opinions had sway in the preceding forty years.5 Since
Wells never traveled to Oregon, The Oregonian’s perspective was
based on word-of-mouth accounts.6 The fact that the Editor of The
News and Observer, Josephus Daniel, purchased the newspaper to
spread white supremacy and protect against “Negro domination,”7
makes The News and Observer the ideal source to gauge how
threatening white southerners found her rhetoric.
The People’s Grocery Lynching
A pivotal moment in Wells’ career was the “People’s Grocery
Lynching” on March 9, 1892, when her close friends and business
partners, Tom Moss, Calvin McDowell, and Will Stewart, were
lynched. Wells published an editorial in her Memphis Free Speech
in response:
Nobody in this section of the country believes the old threadbare lie that Negro men rape white women. If Southern white
men are not careful, they will overreach themselves and
public sentiment will have a reaction; a conclusion will then

4

Michael Weaver, “Judge Lynch in the Court of Public Opinion: Publicity and the deLegitimation of Lynching.” American Political Science Review. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2019), 294.
5
"The ghost walked for the Missouri Pacific to-day." Atchison Globe, 21 May 1895, p. 4.
Nineteenth Century U.S. Newspapers; “Atchison County, Kansas.” Legends of Kansas,
n.d.
6
To read more about the history of white supremacy and racism in Oregon, see
Oregonian/OregonLive, Douglas Perry | “Oregon's Founders Sought a 'White Utopia,' a
Stain of Racism That Lives on Even as State Celebrates Its Progressivism.” oregonlive,
June 15, 2020. www.oregonlive.com
7
For more on Daniel’s instrumental role in motivating the Wilmington race riots, see
Timothy B. Tyson, “The Ghosts of 1898.” Raleigh News & Observer, November 2006.
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be reached which will be very damaging to the moral
reputation of their women.8
The Commercial Appeal urged its Memphis residents to respond to
Wells’ so-called attacks on white womanhood.9 Soon after, a mob
in Memphis, Tennessee vandalized the office of The Free Speech
and burned it to the ground. In response to Wells’ claim that
African American men did not rape white women and that many
allegations of rape were merely lies to conceal consensual and
adulterous relationships, The Commercial Appeal issued a vicious
statement attacking Wells.10 Their response only further
highlighted Wells’ claim on how fearful the white press was of
miscegenation and the perceived moral contamination of innocent
white women. Fearing for her life, Wells relocated to New York,
where she wrote for The New York Age, The Chicago Conservator,
and The Inter-Ocean.
The “People’s Grocery Lynching” catalyzed Wells’ antilynching lecture campaigns and pamphlets. The victims had
operated a grocery store in a district that historically served whites
and had never committed any crimes against white women, which
made it clear to Wells that lynching was no more than “an excuse
to get rid of Negroes who were acquiring wealth and property and
thus keep the race terrorized and ‘keep the nigger down.’”11 Wells
exposed the economic motivations and anxieties of miscegenation
8

Ida B. Wells-Barnett, “The Offense,” in Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases
(New York, New York: New York Age, 1895).
9
The Commercial Appeal declared that “there are some things that the Southern white
man will not tolerate, and the obscene intimations of the foregoing have brought the
writer to the very outermost limit of public patience. We hope we have said enough.”
Wells-Barnett, “The Offense.”
10
To read more about The Commercial Appeal’s claim “the fact that a black scoundrel is
allowed to live and utter such loathsome and repulsive calumnies is a volume of evidence
as to the wonderful patience of Southern whites. But we have had enough of it.” See
Wells-Barnett, “The Offense.”
11
Ida B. Wells-Barnett, “At the Hands of the Mob” in Crusade for Justice: The
Autobiography of Ida B. Wells, Edited by Alfreda Duster, Eve L. Ewing, and Michelle
Duster (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2020).
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behind lynching in Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases,
The Reason Why The Colored American is not at the World’s
Colombian Exposition, and during her 1893 and 1894 European
lecture campaigns.12
Anti-Lynching Pamphlets
Wells directly challenged the prevalent myths surrounding
dominant white perspectives on lynching: the inherent purity of
white women against the comparative barbarity and lasciviousness
of African American men. By inverting the argument that white
men relied on to justify lynching, Wells successfully argued that
white southern men and their accomplices in the white press were
the origin of the racial strife and barbaric lynching that spread
across the United States.13 White southerners justified lynching as
necessary in cases of rape, but as Wells illustrated, “only one-third
of the 728 victims to mobs [had] been charged with rape.”14 The
accounts of thirteen white women who willingly engaged in sexual
relationships with African American men strengthened Wells’
argument that “the white delilahs who falsely cried out ‘rape’”
were instigators of such illicit relationships.15 According to Wells,
lynching was employed after the Civil War, particularly following
12

To see Curry’s assertion that “it was this realization of the danger Black manhood’s
economic self-sufficiency posed to the economic regime of white Southerners that
brought Wells to the truth and freed her from the propagandist lies that held lynching to
be a just punishment for the crime of rape” see Tommy J. Curry, "The Fortune of Wells:
Ida B. Wells-Barnett's Use of T. Thomas Fortune's Philosophy of Social Agitation as a
Prolegomenon to Militant Civil Rights Activism," Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce
Society 48, no. 4 (2012), 466.
13
Wells stated that “they forget that a concession of the right to lynch a man for a certain
crime, not only concedes the right to lynch any person for any crime, but (so frequently is
the cry of rape now raised) it is in a fair way to stamp us a race of rapists and
desperadoes.” Wells-Barnett, “The New Cry,” in Southern Horrors.
14
Ibid.
15
Bederman, “'Civilization,’” 14; See Wells-Barnett, “The Black and White of It,” in
Southern Horrors for more information on Edward Coy, specifically how Edward Coy’s
lover was coerced to say that she was raped by Coy, despite having had consensual
sexual relations with him for more than a year previously. Coy also asked the woman “if
she would burn him after they had ‘been sweethearting’ for so long.”
63
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equal suffrage and emancipation, to reinforce socio-economic
hierarchies and defend southern notions of white manhood that
were threatened by modernization.16 The purity of white women
took on immense socio-political value. Because the ability to
“protect” white women was seen as a symbol of the virility and
strength of white men, these lynching apologists relied on their
perceived unique qualifications to defend this purity as justification
for their political dominion.
Wells distinguished herself from her contemporaries
(particularly Mary Church Terrell) by presenting the illicit
relationships between white women and African American men,
couching lynching as an economic issue, and asserting that African
Americans should fight back both economically and physically.17
Knowing that she could not continue her publications through the
black press exclusively if she wanted to “mold public sentiment,”
she asserted that what she called “the white press” was “the
medium through which [she] hoped to reach the white people of
the country.”18 Thus, Wells set forth to present her lectures on

16

Wells called lynching “the last relic of barbarism and slavery.” The fact that no acts of
rape were committed during the Civil War strengthens her declaration that “The thinking
public will not easily believe freedom and education more brutalizing than slavery, and
the world knows that the crime of rape was unknown during four years of civil war, when
the white women of the South were at the mercy of the race which is all at once charged
with being a bestial one” (Wells-Barnett, “Self-Help,” Southern Horrors); McMurry
contends that in the wake of this modernization was a shift in what constituted manliness,
specifically she notes that manliness previously favored brute strength and aggression,
but at the turn of the 20th century, the new industrial capital economy demanded an
emphasis on restraint, discipline, and responsibility (McMurry, To Keep the Waters
Troubled, 166).
17
According to Martha Soloman Watson, Church Terrell specifically tried to not offend
newspapers in the North and South by avoiding the assertion that lynching was motivated
by economic concerns of autonomy and that lynching served to obscure the illicit
relations between black men and white women (Watson, Martha Solomon,“Mary Church
Terrell vs. Thomas Nelson Page: Gender, Race, and Class in Anti-Lynching Rhetoric,”
Rhetoric and Public Affairs 12 (1), 2009: 66-68.
18
Ida B. Wells-Barnett, “Light from the Human Torch,” in Crusade for Justice:
Autobiography of Ida B. Wells, edited by Alfreda Duster, Eve L. Ewing, and Michelle
Duster, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2020).
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“Lynch Law in All its Phases” in Scotland and England.19 All eyes
were on the United States as it scrambled to secure a position as a
great world power and demonstrate its moral and technological
superiority. Among these attempts to prove American worthiness
of global praise was the 1893 Chicago Exposition, in which white
men sought to display to the world an idealized, or “civilized,”
version of the United States.
1893 Chicago World’s Fair
White southerners, feeling threatened by Wells’ 1893 lecture tour
in England, relied on the Chicago World’s Fair to defend their
superior morality and civility.20 Wells’ exclusion from the Chicago
World’s Fair led to the publication The Reason Why, in which she
further developed her argument on the economic motivations of
lynching and her rhetorical strategy of inverting arguments of
civilization against white men. Wells sought to undermine the
argument that African American men's inherent criminality and
barbarity caused lynching by declaring that many lynchings were
not the result of actual crimes, but rather a consequence of the
growing economic autonomy of African American men and white
fears of racial mixing.21 She pointed to fact that nearly fifty men
were lynched between 1881 and 1891 without valid reasons, the
sentencing disparities between white men and African American
men charged with the same crimes, that no African American men
were charged with rape during the Civil War, and the previouslymentioned statistic that only one third of the victims of lynching
had actually been charged with rape. Wells’ investigative
journalism revealed the double-standard that African American
19

This follows from Wells’ claim that “America cannot and will not ignore the voice of a
nation that is her superior in civilization, which makes this demand in the name of justice
and humanity” (Wells-Barnett, “Breaking the Silent Indifference,” Crusade for Justice).
20
Linda McMurry contended that “the Colombian Exposition provided physical
representations of the boasted cultural, political, and economic superiority of white men”
(McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled, 199).
21
Wells-Barnett, The Reason Why.
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men faced at the hand of a racially-fraught justice system.22 Much
like she did in Southern Horrors, Wells placed the onus on the
lynchers and the white press.23 The fact that African Americans are
three times more likely than white Americans to be shot or killed
by law enforcement personnel today suggests that we are still
fighting against the same corrupt justice system Wells
challenged.24
1894 Anti-Lynching Crusade in Europe
Doubling down on her inversion of the traditional white argument
that the lynching of "barbaric" African American men was
necessary to create a civilization safe for white women, Wells
made herself known in both the American and British press
through two different tours in Europe. Wells controversially
declared that white men, not African American men, were morally
backwards due to their failure to adhere to the court of law and
curb vicious mob attacks, as well as hypocrites for blaming their

22

Wells presented four critical arguments: that “only one-third of nearly a thousand
murdered black persons have been even charged with the crime of outrage”; secondly,
she argued against the idea that white women and children require protection against
barbaric black men, as there were no assaults during the civil war; third, Wells pointed to
how "robbery, incendiarism, race prejudice, quarreling with white men, making threats,
rioting, miscegenation (marrying a white person), and burglary," are capital offences
punishable by death (lynchings) when committed by a black against a white person;
finally, Wells contended that the fact that “for nearly fifty of these lynchings no reason is
given, ...no one is held responsible…[suggests that] the simple word of any white person
against a Negro is sufficient to get a crowd of white men to lynch a Negro” (Ida B.
Wells-Barnett, “Lynch Law,” in The Reason Why the Colored American is Not in the
World’s Colombian Exposition, Special Collections Research Center, University of
Chicago Library (1893)).
23
Specifically, she claimed that “[White southerners] have gone on hoping and believing
that general education and financial strength would solve the difficulty [of racial
tensions], and are devoting their energies to the accumulation of both.” (Wells-Barnett,
“The New Cry,” in The Reason Why)
24
“Fatal Force: 987 people have been shot and killed by the police in the past year,”
updated March 2, 2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/investigations/policeshootings-database/
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own sexual crimes on African American men.25 Wells painted
white Southern men as unrestrained, irresponsible, and uncivilized
to deconstruct traditional white notions of civility. Additionally,
she denounced Northern men as cowards for failing to curtail (or
even condemn) lynching.26
Her assertions that one-third of rape allegations against
African American men were connected to lynching and that
coverage of lynching in the white press coverage ignored the
exponential rates of lynching throughout the 1890s allowed Wells
to “[expose] the masked patriarchal and racist grounds for
segregationist thinking in the United States.”27 Further, by
depicting white men in a barbaric and uncivilized light and
charging that white southern men continued to rape African
American women with the expectation that there would be no
consequence, Wells stripped white men of their self-administered
masculine authority to exercise lynching.28 Scholar William Pinar
called this the “inversion of civilization,” positing that Wells
“created an antiracist notion of manhood...by severing the link
between White Supremacy and manliness.”29 This strategy of
breaching the association between the socially-constructed manly
authority and civilized nature of white men, and instead
characterizing African American men as civilized victims, was
particularly effective in catching the attention of the white press at
home.

25

To see Wells’ argument that white men raped black women without any punishment
see Wells-Barnett, “Inter-Ocean Letters” Crusade for Justice). McMurry similarly argued
that “cast lynchers as crude barbarians rather than as manly defenders of womanhood”
(McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled, 167).
26
Wells-Barnett, Southern Horrors.
27
Hazel V. Carby, ""On the Threshold of Woman's Era": Lynching, Empire, and
Sexuality in Black Feminist Theory." Critical Inquiry 12, no. 1 (1985): 262-77. Accessed
February 9, 2021.
28
McMurry dives deeper into this concept, stating that “because civilization brought with
it the right to rule others, political power was an element of true manhood” (McMurry, To
Keep the Waters Troubled, 165).
29
William, “The Emergence of Ida B. Wells,” 167.
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Beyond turning the tables on white southerners by using their
own argument of civilization against them, Wells exalted the
British for their economic dominance following abolition. Wells
argued that “Liverpool has learned that she can prosper without the
slave trade or slave labor.”30 Historian Tommy J Curry asserts that
Wells’ appeals to Britain’s interest in global dominance allowed
her to “effectively conduct her assault against the United States’
image and negate its claim to a superior government and
democracy.”31 By dismantling the justifications for lynching and
white supremacy, and challenging America’s claim to global
dominance, Wells made herself a “formidable foe” in the eyes of
the white press back home.32
The ways in which the British press adopted Wells’ line of
argument to ridicule the United States and project a sense of
British superiority proved to be a slight that the hubristic American
press simply could not tolerate.33 As scholar Gail Bederman
explains, “white Americans had discovered that, due to their
tolerance and practice of lynching, the rest of the world’s AngloSaxons doubted whether white Americans were either manly or
civilized,” a true insult to a nation that, in the midst of American
imperialism, placed these values above all others.34 The British
30

Unlike white southern men, Wells found that the “freedom-loving citizens [in England]
not only subscribe to the doctrine that human beings regardless of color or condition are
equal before the law, but they practice what they preach.” This quote expresses her belief
that Europeans were more civilized and moral than Americans because they found
success without slavery and were able to treat all people as human beings (Wells-Barnett,
“In Liverpool,” Crusade for Justice).
31
Carby notes it is no coincidence that Frederick Douglass relied on this same strategy of
playing off American’s anxieties of securing the favor of the British to wage abolition in
1845 (Carby, "On the Threshold of Woman's Era," 54); McMurry makes note how “The
white press at home was only made to be more defensive by the fact that “America was
falling behind in the acquisition of colonies, which seemed to be the yardstick to measure
national greatness” (McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled, 197).
32
McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled, 219.
33
McMurry argues that “Americans especially desired affirmation by the English, who
had established a great colonial empire and with whom Americans claimed racial
kinship” (McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled, 197).
34
Bederman, “'Civilization,'” 14.
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Birmingham Daily Gazette’s statement that “the American citizen
in the South is at heart more a barbarian than the negro whom he
regards as a savage,” and The Edinburgh Evening Gazette’s
observation that Wells “has everywhere been heard with deep
attention and interest, and has evoked unanimous expressions of
sympathy” illustrates how receptive the British were to her antilynching campaign.35 The American Commercial Appeal struck
back by depicting Wells as an unchaste “adventuress,” whose
charged “foul and slanderous tirades...inspired by the venom and
malice of a half cultured hater of all things Southern.”36
The Commercial Appeal not only attacked Wells herself, but
defended the civility of America once Wells’ argument on the
barbarity of white southern men was embraced by the British
press.37 However, the vicious attacks on Wells’ credibility,
motivations, and character only made the British more sympathetic
to her claims about the immorality and uncivilized nature of white
Anglo-Saxon men.38 The Commercial Appeal proposed that “if
Englishmen can imagine their own sisters or daughters violently
deflowered by ignorant, unclean men, lower in the scale of
morality and intelligence than the basest peasantry in the world,
men of another race, an inferior race, and specimens of the worst
possibilities of social and racial inferiority, they can come to form
some slight conception of the vileness.”39 This proposition caught
the attention of The Liverpool Daily Post journalists, who declared
that such “language could not be possibly reproduced in an English
journal,” and that Wells was a “young, well educated, and a capital
35

The Birmingham Gazette was a newspaper in Birmingham, England (Bederman,
“Civilization”, 18); The Edinburgh Evening Gazette is the official newspaper of the
Crown and is published on behalf of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (McMurry 191).
36
“Career of Ida B Wells,” The Memphis Commercial Appeal, May 26, 1894.
37
Americans took particular offense to the fact that Europeans sided with Wells and
empathized with her claims. This was because justifications for civil supremacy revolved
around the fact that white Anglo-Saxons were of European descent, making them as civil
and equal to their European counterparts (McMurry 160).
38
Bederman, “'Civilization,’” 18.
39
“Career of Ida B Wells,” The Memphis Commercial Appeal, May 26, 1894.
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speaker.”40 Wells’ strategy of inverting arguments of civilization
and appealing to the tensions for global dominance between
Europe and the United States successfully allowed her to reach the
mainstream press. The increase in her coverage across the United
States and the fact that the British press defended her character and
intelligence against The Commercial Appeal’s unscrupulous
attacks are testament to this fact.41
Similar to the way Wells’ lectures made the British press
question the morality and civility of the United States, present-day
media’s concern with President Donald Trump’s failure to
eradicate, or even recognize, racial violence, led them to question
America’s position as a developed nation. The Hindu asked its
readers to “imagine if it was a non-western President, who called
the protesters “thugs”, threatened to shoot them…[and] posed for a
photo…after clearing the peaceful protesters using force.”42
Parallels can be drawn between how Trump vilified protestors to
propagate the message that “violent protesters [were] at war with
good cops,” and the language Wells’ staunchest critics relied on to
refute her claims.43
The Responses of the American White Press
Wells’ notoriety presented something of a double-edged sword:
people across the world were now paying attention to Wells’
40

The Liverpool Daily Post, June 13, 1894; quoted in McMurry, To Keep the Waters
Troubled, 215.
41
The creation of the first anti-lynching organization in the world, the London AntiLynching Committee in 1894, further illustrates Wells’ success in Europe (McMurry, To
Keep the Waters Troubled, 200-219).
42
The Hindu, a newspaper organization located in Tamil Nadu, India, asked its readers to
“Imagine if it was a non-western President, who called the protesters “thugs”, threatened
to shoot them and used the country’s military against them, and posed for a photo in front
of a worshipping place, holding a religious text aloft, after clearing the peaceful
protesters using force” (Stanly Johny, “Divided States of America,” The Hindu, June 2,
2020. https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/divided-states-of-america/article31729541.ece).
43
Ciara Nugent and Billy Perrigo. “How the World Reacted to Protests Over George
Floyd's Death.” Time, June 2, 2020. https://time.com/5846698/world-reactions-georgefloyd-protests/.
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crusade, but her increased profile convinced her enemies to
redouble their efforts to slander her. Over the course of 1894, The
Atchison Globe, The NYT, The News and Observer, and The
Oregonian depicted Wells’ claims as absurd exaggerations and
blatant lies in an attempt to defend American civility and white
masculinity. The Atchison Globe quoted South Carolina Governor
Tilman’s refutation of Wells’ “slanders.”44 A series of scathing
articles published by The NYT illustrates how Northerners were
deeply offended by her claim that the North acquiesced to the evils
of the South in their complacency to lynching.45 The NYT
journalists called African American men “negro ravishers,” and
argued that Wells was “slanderous and nasty-minded mulattress,
who [did] not scruple to represent the victims of black brutes in the
South as willing victims.”46 The same paper later condemned
Wells for her depiction of the “brutality of Southern white men and
the unchastity and untruthfulness of Southern white women.”47 The
NYT’s declaration that lynching was an act of savages “that could
not take place in a civilized community” underscores how Wells’
rhetoric struck a chord with Northerners who, following Well’s
condemnation of their morality, wanted to distinguish themselves
from the lynching apologists in the South.48
When the white press was not vilifying Wells and her
compatriots based on their race, they were engaging in ad
hominem attacks against Wells herself, arguing that her writing
44

Governor Tillman, who served as the Governor of South Carolina from 1890-1894,
specifically stated that “that he will lend a mob any time to lynch a man, black or white,
who has raped a woman, black or white. He says he is opposed to lynch law for all crime
except rape.” ("Excitement in Leavenworth." Atchison Globe, June 2, 1894.)
45
Bederman, “'Civilization,'”; 15, 20-25; McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled, 144146.
46
“Editorial Article 3 -- No Title.” New York Times. July 24, 1894.
47
“BRITISH ANTI-LYNCHERS.” The New York Times. The New York Times, August
2, 1894.
48
For information on The NYT’s claim that the “British Brethren should mind their own
business..., that Wells was a “mulatto refugee, who was a refugee because she had
imputed unchastity to the victims of negro outrages in the South” see “BRITISH ANTILYNCHERS.” The New York Times. August 2, 1894.
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fomented the racial tensions around lynching.49 The Oregonian’s
claim that “Ida Wells has retarded [anti-lynching] work by her
outrageous attacks on Southern women”50 is quite similar to how
conservative media outlets today harped on and lamented the
looting that accompanied some of the 2021 protests. The
Oregonian’s article also excoriated Wells for pitting “the races
against one another,” and argued that “the remedy for lynching
[was] not race conflict,” implying that Wells and her compatriots
were the origin of racial strife.51 The News and Observer alluded to
the passage of anti-mob legislation that local officials had recently
passed to defend the morality and civility of the South against the
“fanatic” Wells.52 This article and Georgia Governor Northen’s
letter to Wells, in which he argued that the British were hypocrites
who should get their information from a reputable source, illustrate
how the white press across the United States became fixated on
Wells’ claims.53 Governor O’Farrell of Virginia similarly claimed
that Wells’ “misrepresentations and slanderous utterances'' only
served to “intensify...the spirit of violence”, and declared that “the
work of Ida Wells was a deep-laid scheme to check...the progress
of the South.”54 The white press engaged in fear mongering in an
attempt to undermine Wells’ strides in Europe, much like how the
49
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conservative press today attempted to spread fear that the protests
were making cities dangerous during the 2020 Black Lives Matter
protests. Almost all of the articles depicted Wells as a self-serving
crusader whose sole goal was to vilify the South and exacerbate
racial tensions. This technique of scapegoating the victims of
oppression for the violence and civil unrest associated with that
very pattern of subjugation continues today.
Last summer, Tucker Carlson, a reporter on Fox News,
spewed conspiracy theories about George Floyd’s murder,
claiming that George Floyd did not die at the hands of the
policeman Derek Chauvin, but from a fentanyl overdose. He even
charged protestors with “[using] the sad death of a man called
George Floyd to upend our society.”55 Carlson was joined by Fox
network’s Jeanine Pirro and Sean Hannity, who focused almost
exclusively on looting and completely ignored the root cause of the
protests.56 Many other conservative outlets presented the tragic
death of George Floyd as an aberration, an isolated instance in the
purportedly civilized United States. These present-day responses
are almost identical to those of Wells’ biggest critics in the
1890s.57
Another rhetorical pattern amongst Wells’ critics was
journalists’ consistent use of social Darwinist concepts of various
innate racial traits to cling to the notion that African American men
55
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were inherently barbaric. The NYT’s proclamation that rape was a
crime particular to African American men, is strikingly similar to
claims that African American men more represented in criminal
statistics than white men because they are especially inclined to
violence and criminality.58 Reporters for The Oregonian during
Wells’ time elevated America as the “highest civilization,” and
drew parallels between the so-called barbarism and unfettered sex
instinct of African American men and that of wild cattle, to argue
that “the organism has not developed to fit the environment.”59 By
a similar token, The News and Observer quoted African American
physician Dr. Purvis who argued that “many of the vicious habits
common to the race were transmitted by hereditary descent… and
others due to the environment.”60 These journalists relied on such
social Darwinist arguments in hopes of convincing their readers of
the absurdity of extending suffrage to a group of men who were
purportedly driven exclusively by their sexual desires. Dr. Purvis’s
proposal that “proper education would bring about the hope of
result in due season” illustrates white southerner’s perception of
the cause of and remedy for lynching, and how the white press felt
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it so essential to defend the barbarity of African American men.61
This is the antithesis to Wells’ insistence that White southerners
relied on lynching to subordinate African American men and
protect their white sociocultural and economic supremacy. The
white press felt it so essential to refute Wells’ claims by painting
black men as innately backwards and barbaric so that they could
build up their argument as to why African American men needed
to be subjugated to extreme violence. Lynching apologists relied
on the logic that if African American men were as civil and moral
as white men, then white men had no qualified authority to
supremacy.62 In the eyes of the white press, African American men
had to be barbaric and uncivilized so that white men could serve as
the protectors of white womanhood and hold unfettered sociocultural, political, and economic authority.
Conclusion
In contrast to other female reformers during the 1890s, Wells
sought to directly dismantle white supremacy by unveiling how
fears of racial mixing and the burgeoning economic autonomy of
African American men were the main motivations behind
lynching. As Wells found, White southern men — afraid of losing
their supremacy in the wake of abolition, dynamic economic
structures, and equal suffrage for African American men — relied
on lynching to assuage their fears of racial mixing. Thus, lynching
was no more than backlash against modernization and an attempt
to reclaim ownership over the bodies of African American men.
61
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McMurry has adroitly identified the most effective element of
Wells’ denunciation as its inversion of the predominant ideologies
of manliness that served to motivate lynchings. Wells revealed the
hypocrisy behind the rationale that lynching was necessary to
protect white womanhood by insisting on the barbarity of the white
men who raped African American women, while simultaneously
imagining themselves as leaders of the so-called moral crusades
against African American men. Rather than acquiesce to the notion
that white lynchers were answering the call to protect vulnerable
white women by punishing their barbarous attackers, Wells argued
that the true barbarism lay in perpetrating mob violence in the
name of clinging to outdated and ultimately anti-democratic
notions of what it meant to be a white man in America. The white
press did everything in their power to deny the truth of such
motivations by vilifying Wells and defending the civility and
morality of the South.
It is a chilling testament to the endurance of white
supremacist ideologies that many remain unable to accept the truth
behind Wells’ claims even today. The way that present day media
outlets dismiss the claims of racial violence made by African
American individuals as slanderous exaggerations or unfair attacks
against innocent and brave American law enforcement echo the
vilification Wells faced in the white press a century ago.
Newspapers and media at large are often outlets for the
enfranchised and powerful. When media outlets are not
appropriately vigilant, they can end up becoming instruments of
oppression by amplifying the viewpoints of the privileged class.
Positioning the victims of oppression as the originators of the
oppression itself means that the perpetrators are not held
accountable, and the pernicious cycle of violence repeats itself.
The increasing visibility of white nationalism in the United States
during the Trump administration is not simply a backlash against
the first African American protest; it is the continuation of a long
legacy of racist beliefs and actions, packed and promulgated by
powerful media.
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Patriotism Betrayed: How the U.S. Military Resegregated
From 1913-1939
Louis Sheridan
From 1913 to 1939, segregation in the U.S. military grew steadily
worse due to President Woodrow Wilson’s racist policies, an
influx of white officers commissioned during World War I who
had no experience working with black soldiers, and white society’s
fear of black veterans. Popular narratives of racism and the fight
against it often unfold as a steady linear progression that gets
slowly better with time. However, there are many dispiriting cases
in American history in which racial progress occurred, only to be
rolled back, leaving things as bad as or worse than before. The
imposition of Jim Crow following the collapse of Reconstruction is
the best-known example. Sadly, the racial resegregation of the
U.S. military during this period stands as another.
The first and most straightforward factor responsible for
military resegregation was the presidency of Woodrow Wilson.
Wilson became President of the United States on March 4, 1913
and immediately sought to marginalize black people in every part
of the federal government. Born in Virginia in 1856 and raised in
Georgia, he was the first southerner elected to the White House
since the Civil War, as well as the only President in U.S. history to
have been a citizen of the Confederate States of America before
being elected. He was eight when the war ended, and his southern
upbringing and memories of the conflict may help to explain his
fervent support of segregation and white supremacy. As a
professor at Princeton University, he wrote a five-volume series in
1902 titled A History of the American People that spoke favorably
of the Ku Klux Klan, describing it as “bound together in loose
organization to protect the southern country from some of the
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ugliest hazards of a time of revolution.”1 In office, he was
criticized by many for segregating the workspaces of previously
unsegregated departments and for appointing almost no black
nominees to office, even to positions that had traditionally been
filled by African-Americans like the Haitian and Liberian
ambassadorships. Oswald Garrison Villard, a nationally famous
white journalist and civil rights activist at the time, excoriated
Wilson's administration in 1913 for its "distinct hostility to the
colored people," decrying that "to the colored workers all this
segregating has been more brutal than a slap in the face. It is as if
the great Government of the United States had gone out of its way
to stamp them publicly as lepers, as physically and morally
contagious and unfit for association with white people."2 His
approach towards race relations in the military reflected the same
approach.
It is impossible to understand what occurred both broadly in
the United States and the military specifically during this period of
time, which many historians now call "the nadir of race relations,"
without analyzing Wilson and the political forces he represented.
After the Civil War, which ended less than fifty years before he
took office, white supremacy in the country had been at least
somewhat suppressed by both Reconstruction and a series of
Republican and Northern Democrat administrations. The country
still scorned Southern Democrats, the most racist political faction
and the one many voters still blamed for the secession and the
brutal civil war that it caused. Reconstruction had been ended with
the attendant rollback of most of its civil rights gains in the south
long before Wilson took office. However, his election to the
highest office in the United States marked an ultimate triumph in
the comeback of white southern political power and heralded its
ascension into national politics as well as at the state level. This
1
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largely explains why race relations within both the military and
broader society became so bad at this specific time; it was when
the strongest forces of organized white supremacy finally gained
the power to reassert it.
One of Wilson's first actions in this regard involved
implementing Jim Crow within the U.S. Navy, which had
historically been relatively physically integrated simply because
the lack of space aboard ships made racial separation difficult.3
While the branch had always suffered from widespread
discrimination and classification of black sailors into undesirable
jobs, Wilson and a fellow southerner, Secretary of the Navy
Josephus Daniels, formalized them and made them far more
restrictive.4 Black sailors were almost entirely relegated to the role
of messman, where their duties involved serving food, acting as
servants to white officers, and cleaning. Issues of African
American newspapers like the Chicago Defender from the time
provide a depressing record of Jim Crow's steadily tightening grip
on the Navy during the Wilson administration. On October 16th,
1915 after close to three years of Wilson and Daniels's governance,
the paper finally declared that within "the navy of the United States
we are Jim-crowed, just as we are in all large industrial
institutions. For race men to seek employment in the army or
navy, except as scullions and inferiors seems to be the unwritten
law of American institutions."5 Despite lobbying by civil rights
activists and efforts by black publications to highlight the
contributions of black sailors, the Department of the Navy
remained unmoved. On March 31, 1917, the Chicago Defender
was reduced to pleading with its light-skinned readers to prove the
3
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capabilities of African Americans by passing as white and joining
the Navy. It suggested that "it would please the entire race if those
of you who can pass for white enlist by the thousands. In this case
it is fair for you to deny your Race and get this education that is
denied us..."6 Sadly, despite the efforts of the 10,000 black sailors
who served in the Navy during World War I and many civil rights
activists, the branch actually stopped recruiting black people
entirely in 1922, and only desegregated with the rest of the military
in 1948.7
Wilson's efforts to segregate the military did not end with the
Navy. One of the most stomach-turning came when he sided with
an insubordinate white officer to undercut and retire a man who
might have been America's first black general. Colonel Charles
Young was a highly regarded African-American officer in the U.S.
Army with a stellar record of service when World War I began.
He had been a trailblazer for his entire career, overcoming
tremendous prejudice to become the third black graduate from
West Point and serving with distinction in combat during the
Spanish-American War and the U.S.'s expedition against Pancho
Villa. An officer of his rank and seniority should have been a
shoo-in for a brigadier general's stars amidst the massive expansion
of the military during World War I. However, his career was
derailed when a white southern officer, Lieutenant Albert Dockery,
wrote to Secretary of War Newton Baker to vehemently object to
serving under a black man. Baker initially rejected his request for
a transfer and told him to resign if he could not serve under
Colonel Young, but Wilson undercut him when several southern
senators complained. In a 1917 letter to Baker, the President of the
United States threw his support behind Dockery, expressing a truly
bizarre amount of sympathy for a junior officer refusing to follow
orders from his superior on the grounds of his race. Wilson stated,
"I am afraid from what I have learned that there may be some
6
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serious and perhaps even tragical insubordination on Lieutenant
Dockery's part if he is left under Colonel Young, who is a colored
man. Is there or is there not some way of relieving this situation by
transfering [sic] Lieutenant Dockery..."8
The intervention of the President in such a granular personnel
matter was highly unusual, and within the context of Wilson's
broader views and policies was likely read by Baker as a message
to ensure no white officers served under Young. The Secretary of
War apparently understood this subtext and told Wilson in a letter
back that "The situation is, of course, very embarrassing, but I am
endeavoring to meet it by using Colonel Young in connection with
the training of colored officers for the new Army at Des Moines,
Iowa."9 This assignment moved Young out of a combat posting
and into a billet that did not require a general's rank. In addition,
Baker wrote that the colonel was not in good health and would be
examined to see if he could serve on active duty. In a suspicious
turn of events, Young, a man who had ridden hundreds of miles
through Mexico in pursuit of Pancho Villa in 1916, was found to
supposedly be medically unfit due to high blood pressure.
Young fought the verdict desperately, pleading in a 1918
letter to Baker that "I feel as physically fit as I did during the hard
service in Mexico...I believe myself wholly able to assume the
work of organization, training, and leading troops in the field."10
His struggle even gained the support of Theodore Roosevelt, who
offered him command of a regiment in the volunteer division that
he planned to organize. The former President stated in a
sympathetic letter to the beleaguered officer that "there is not
another man who would be better fit to command such a regiment
than you would be." Nonetheless, Colonel Charles Young was
8
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eventually forcibly retired from the Army without being promoted
or fighting in World War I.11 The impact from Wilson's sabotage
of his career was significant for the broader military. As the
Army's highest-ranking black officer and the only serving black
graduate of West Point at the time of World War I, Young was a
nationally known figure. Promoting him to general, or even
allowing him to serve in Europe as a colonel, would have been a
powerful argument in favor of black troops' equal worth and a
challenge to the racist views of much of the officer corps. By not
doing so, Wilson ensured that no African American would be
promoted to general for another generation; Benjamin Davis Sr.
finally became the first black man to achieve the rank in 1940.
Despite the matter directly involving only one man, Wilson's
sidelining of the army's highest-ranking black officer had
repercussions for military race relations that reverberated for
decades.
World War I necessitated an enormous expansion of the U.S.
military, particularly among the officer corps. The number of
officers in the military grew from 5,000 men in 1917 to 200,000 by
1918, a forty-fold increase.12 This new generation of military
leaders commissioned during World War I had no experience
working with black troops in any capacity and would go on to have
a profoundly negative impact on military race relations. African
Americans served in the conflict in proportion to their share of the
population, accounting for about nine percent of the U.S.
population in the 1910 census and 380,000 of the four million
people that served in the Army during World War I. However,
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they were severely underrepresented in the upper ranks.13 14 Out of
the 200,000 officers recruited, a total of 1,353, or about one half of
one percent, were black.15 While this was a far greater amount of
African-Americans than had ever previously held commissions,
their numbers were too small to make an impression on the racist
culture of the rest of the military, and they were generally
segregated from the rest of the military, limiting their encounters
with their white peers. As a result, the racism nearly universal
among white officers of their generation went largely
unchallenged.
Surprisingly, anti-blackness was actually less common
among older, pre-World War I officers because many of them had
actually commanded African American soldiers themselves. Four
regiments of the pre-war U.S. Army, the 9th and 10th Cavalry and
the 24th and 25th Infantry, were staffed by black enlisted men
nicknamed "Buffalo Soldiers," who in turn were commanded by
mostly-white officers. They served on the western frontier and
were well-regarded, with a posting to one of the regiments being
considered an honor for a young officer. While there had always
been racists in uniform who despised their presence, commanders
who saw their discipline, motivation, and competence firsthand
gained a respect for them that is recorded in many of their letters,
reports, and diaries. One example was Chaplain George G.
Mullins, a white officer who served in the 25th Infantry Regiment.
As part of his duties, he was charged with writing reports to the
Army Adjutant General assessing the discipline, morale, and
competence of the unit. He spoke of the black enlisted men in
glowing terms within these documents, recording in January 1877
that despite the brutal conditions of the Texas frontier town they
13
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were posted in, his men “present the appearance of being as
thoroughly drilled and disciplined as the circumstances will
permit” despite “having had to really learn ‘arts military’ under
trying difficulties.”16 Mullins further praised in the letter how “at
the beginning of last month, of the whole number of enlisted men
(325) in the 25th regiment only three were under arrest or in
confinement.”
The lack of desertion or crimes that Mullins praised made a
particular impression on other white officers who worked with the
unit. Easily available liquor and the desolation of postings in the
American West, coupled with the ease of desertion given its vast
expanses, meant that many units on the frontier often had severe
problems with discipline and retention. The segregated regiments,
however, were better than most. Colonel George Andrews, the
commander of the 25th Infantry Regiment, noted in an 1880 report
to his superiors that in his unit, “during the last five years, there
have been fewer desertions, fewer men in confinement, and less
court martial cases than in any other regiment serving in the
Department.”17
Beyond just their discipline, the courage and skill that the
Buffalo Soldiers displayed under fire was revered even by white
southern soldiers during the Spanish-American War. One such
man, when interviewed by a war correspondent from the New York
Evening Post, remarked that, “If it had not been for the Negro
Calvary the Rough Riders would have been exterminated. I am not
a Negro lover. My father fought with Mosby's Rangers, and I was
born in the South, but the Negroes saved that fight…”18 Even
more incredibly given the attitudes of the time, their performance
in Cuba stood out enough to spark public support from white
16
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generals for the widespread commissioning of black officers. In a
letter to the New York Independent, General Thomas J. Morgan
simply said that, “If the negroes are competent, they should be
commissioned. If they are incompetent, I believe they should not
be trusted with the grave responsibilities attaching to official
position. I believe they are competent.”19
Further plaudits for their accomplishments came from none
other than John “Black Jack” Pershing, the commander of all U.S.
forces in France during World War One and a former cavalry troop
leader in the segregated 10th Cavalry Regiment. Pershing’s
nickname was originally “N—r Jack,” an epithet given to him by
racist cadets at the Virginia Military Institute for his outspoken
praise of the black men he commanded and later softened by the
media when he became famous.20 He would speak fondly of his
time in the 10th throughout his life and credit it for his later
success, stating in the foreword of a regimental history published
in 1921 that, “as I look back I can but feel that the association with
the splendid officers and men of the 10th Cavalry were of the
greatest value to me.”21 The influence of these officers was
sufficient in the pre-World War I era to gain their men respect
from the military and to preserve their right to serve in combat
units where promotions and conditions were about as good as in
comparable white units.
The new generation of World War I-era officers, however,
made their sharply different feelings clear in the documents,
interviews, and letters that they left behind. They had never
worked with black troops. As a result, they never had the
prejudice they brought with them from contemporary American
society challenged, nor saw a need to reconsider their views since
19
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they never had any experiences that could have chipped away at
them. A man who would become notorious to history as one of the
most racist officers in the U.S. Army, Edward Almond, was an
excellent example of how this group of leaders viewed African
American soldiers. He began his military career in 1916 and
viewed them with contempt for his entire time in uniform. In a
taped interview given in 1953 after he had retired as a lieutenant
general, Almond stated his belief that, “the white man… is willing
to die for patriotic reasons. The Negro is not. No white man wants
to be accused of leaving the battle line. The Negro doesn’t
care…People think that being from the South we don’t like
Negroes. Not at all. But we understand his capabilities. And we
don’t want to sit at the table with them.”22 Sadly, he was far from
alone in his worldview.
In 1925, the Army War College published a study titled The
Use of Negro Manpower in War that purported to be based on
objective reviews (by all-white officers) of African-American
performance in combat. It found that, “the Negro does not perform
his share of civil duties in time of peace in proportion to his
population. He has no leaders in industrial or commercial life. He
takes no part in government. Compared to the white man he is
admittedly of inferior mentality. He is inherently weak in
character.”23 The author of this report, then-Major Brehon B.
Somervell, entered the Army in 1914.24 Like Edward Almond, he
retired as a general and spent his career turning his prejudices into
Army policy. The Use of Negro Manpower in War would define
the Army’s official view of black troops until well into World War
II.
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Further demonstrating that the racist beliefs of most white
officers commissioned during World War I came from lack of
experience with black troops is the fact that one subset of those
officers championed their cause: the minority that actually
commanded them. Hamilton Fish III, the scion of a New York
political dynasty and a cousin of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s, was
one such leader. Commissioned into the National Guard as a
captain in 1917, Fish received command of a company of the 369th
Infantry Regiment in France, known to history as the Harlem
Hellfighters.25 Fish wrote to his father in April 1918 that he was
deeply impressed by his regiment and the African American men
that he commanded. He wrote, “I am a great believer in the
fighting quality of the educated American Negro, provided he is
well led. If the regiment does not make a splendid record, it will
be the fault of the officers.”26 Despite the paternalism of his
statement, it is worth noting that the officers he spoke of were
largely white, the implication being that he considered the
performance of the black enlisted men to be excellent. Fish would
serve with distinction, earning the Silver Star in France, and he
would carry his respect for the black soldiers he commanded with
him for his entire life. While in Congress during World War II, he
would play a key role in helping to desegregate the military, the
opposite of men like Edward Almond and Brehon B. Somervell,
who never served with black soldiers in such a capacity.
Colonel Arthur W. Little shared Fish’s sentiments. He was a
white officer who entered the military in 1917 and served in the
369th as a battalion commander with the rank of major.27 In his
1936 regimental history From Harlem to the Rhine, he recorded
the unit’s feats in France and praised the African American men
25
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that he commanded. In its foreword, he proclaimed that, “A
regiment of colored men, properly organized and officered, is a
great regiment—for fighting or for any duty.”28 While Little and
Fish were only two examples, there were many others who agreed
with them on the fitness of African Americans for service in
combat. Most white officers with the common experience of
commanding black soldiers in combat seem to have come away
from the experience with an undying respect for their
accomplishments and worth, even if they were in the
predominantly bigoted class of officers commissioned during the
1914-1918 period. In this, they were similar to the older
generations of officers who had led Buffalo Soldiers in the
American West and in Cuba. When contrasted, the very different
attitudes of commanders who led units like the Harlem Hellfighters
show that the bigotry of most World War I-era new officers was
caused by ignorance that in turn stemmed from lack of experience
with black soldiers.
Sadly, despite the efforts of men like Little and Fish, African
Americans were with few exceptions removed from combat units
after World War I because of persistent racist beliefs about their
fitness for combat that were written into policy by prejudiced
officers like Somervell and Almond. While the integration of the
military stopped actively going backward in 1939 as World War II
loomed, black soldiers were relegated mainly to logistical and
support roles in that conflict. Casualty figures show the
thoroughness of the segregation that they implemented. Out of the
407,316 Americans killed in World War II, only 708 were African
American.29 30 While none would disagree that it would have been
better had both figures been zero, the wide disparity nonetheless
28
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demonstrates how completely the military resegregated during this
period.
A final and hugely significant factor in the resegregation of
the military was white society's fear of black veterans. During
World War I, there was widespread fear among white Americans
that African Americans with military training would use it to
violently oppose the system of white supremacy they faced at
home, and that it would convince them they had earned the right to
advocate for their equality. Senator James K. Vardaman from
Mississippi made this case on the Senate floor in remarks reported
in his publication Vardaman's Weekly in 1919. He warned,
"Impress the Negro with the fact that he is defending the flag,
inflate his untutored soul with military airs, teach him that it is his
duty to keep the emblem of the nation flying triumphantly in the
air—it is but a short step to the conclusion that his political rights
must be respected."31 His sentiments were widely shared, and they
manifested a year after the war ended in a campaign of anti-black
violence and lynchings meant to reassert white supremacy, which
would become known as the Red Summer of 1919. A typical
example of the abhorrent actions that defined this period can be
found in a newspaper report from Gadsden, Alabama describing
the lynching of three black men that took place in September of
1919. The article in The Gadsden Times matter-of-factly reports
that Miles Phifer and Robert Croskey, "negro ex-soldiers, were
taken from three deputies by a small band of masked men and
lynched at 4 o'clock Monday afternoon about four miles from
Montgomery." It further states that "Phifer was dressed in the
regulation uniform of the United States army."32 The two men
were accused of attacking white women, an accusation often
falsely deployed against black men in the south, and the fact that
"masked men" kidnapped them strongly implies the murders were
31
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committed by the Ku Klux Klan, which enjoyed a national
resurgence in the late 1910s and 1920s.
These fears did not solely affect black veterans who had
separated from the military, but also ones who remained on active
duty as well. In the wake of World War I, the new generation of
officers commissioned in 1914-1918 whose racism is previously
discussed increasingly came to believe that having black people in
the military in any capacity was a mistake, particularly in any
combat capacity.33 As a result, in addition to the insult of AfricanAmerican troops who remained being relegated to menial, noncombat roles, many found themselves simply pushed out of the
military or prevented from joining at all. The Navy ended new
enlistments of black sailors and received political authorization to
begin recruiting Filipino sailors, who were not even American
citizens, to fill the messman positions that they had previously
held.34 The Army, too, pared down black enlistments with the
exception of the old Buffalo Soldier regiments, which were
downsized and assigned non-combat duties. By 1941, out of 1.8
million troops on active duty, fewer than 4,000 were African
American.35 36 Only universal conscription with the outbreak of
World War II ended their shunning.
In all of American history, few examples as the U.S. military
in the interwar period demonstrate quite so clearly how hard-won
civil rights gains can be lost again. Progress is neither linear nor
inevitable. While it may be easy to blame Woodrow Wilson's
policies for the resegregation of the armed forces that took place
from 1913 to 1939, he was not the sole cause. Racism gained new
power at every level in the United States during this time as forces
of white supremacy suppressed temporarily by Reconstruction and
33
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memories of the civil war regained their full power. A new and
virulently racist generation of new officers commissioned in the
1914-1918 years who lacked any experience working with black
troops wrote racism against them into military policy, completely
failing to appreciate the contributions and valor of prior
generations of black veterans like the Buffalo Soldiers and African
Americans who served in the Civil War. And societal paranoia
that returning black soldiers would use the training and pride they
took from their military service to challenge the oppression of the
deeply unjust society they lived in led to both horrific campaigns
of violence against them and the military's decision to largely end
their enlistment. In the end, the valor of African American troops
and the ceaseless efforts of generations of activists succeeded in
creating a military where black people serve equally and with
distinction at all levels. However, the resegregation of the U.S.
military that began in 1913 when Woodrow Wilson became
President and continued until 1939 when World War II began still
serves as a cautionary tale that it is not enough merely to win civil
liberties. They must be actively and strenuously defended as well.
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The Panthers and Dr. King: Nuanced Effects on the
Black Gay Community
Priya Saha
Prelude
Black gay men in the United States have historically faced rampant
discrimination due to both their sexuality and their race. Instead of
finding solace within either the black or gay communities, many
black gay individuals find that neither community will accept, let
alone embrace them. According to Dr. Larry Icard, the gay
community has historically embraced the attitudes of the larger
American society, which include racism towards African
Americans.1 Conversely, the black community has often
understood homosexuality as a white cultural phenomenon, leading
many to regard black gay men as outliers and label them with
derogatory terms, such as “snow queen.”2 As a result, instead of
finding support in their minority communities, black gay men were
often not accepted in either. Some of the homophobia present in
today’s black community can be traced to the messages projected
during the Civil Rights Movement, ironic when one considers that
this was a movement usually associated with promoting acceptance
rather than exclusion.
Two distinct arms of the movement, Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.’s non-violent, assimilationist approach of the 1950s and the
militaristic self-defense ideology of the Black Panthers, projected
nuanced messages of disapproval to the black gay community.
Because Dr. King’s approach championed conformity with
mainstream heteronormative American culture, black gay men
were condemned not only as obstacles in the fight for racial justice,
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but also as selfish for prioritizing their sexual desires over the
plight of the entire black community. Dr. King utilized this
approach because conformity was understood to be the most
pragmatic strategy to attain equality. Alternatively, the Black
Panther Party embraced militaristic self-defense, advocating for a
hypermasculine, “Black Macho” persona, therefore putting down
black gay men as effeminate individuals emasculated by white
supremacy. Both these negative messages about black
homosexuality were vastly different; Dr. King’s approach defined
homosexuality as a selfish choice, while the Black Panthers
understood black gay men to be the unfortunate result of the
constant emasculation of black men in American society.
The Black Panther Party eventually altered their position on
black homosexuality, recognizing the gay community as equal
victims of violence in mainstream society. Therefore, the Black
Panthers eventually pivoted their attacks away from black gay men
in order to dismantle the entire oppressive white society, which
attacked the gay community as it attacked the black community.
Because the Black Panther Party embraced total social revolution,
the party publicly united with the Gay Liberation front to wage a
complete attack on mainstream society.
Assimilationist Strategy
Dr. King’s assimilationist strategy of the 1950s championed
conformity, subscribing to many of the ideas included in The
American Dilemma, published originally in 1944 by Swedish
economist Gunnar Myrdal. Myrdal identified rampant
discrimination, segregation, and institutionalized racism as the
primary factors contributing to the inferior position of black
Americans.3 He urged black people to assimilate into white
American society, discouraging the embrace of a uniquely black
3
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culture, which he claimed was a “distorted development.”4 Myrdal
asserted that it was advantageous for the black community to “as
individuals and as a group to become assimilated into American
culture, to acquire the traits held in esteem by the dominant white
Americans.”5 Civil rights leaders not only embraced the book for
its acknowledgment of the damaging effects of segregation and
discrimination, but also for its pragmatic integration strategy.
Using Myrdal’s assimilation strategy, civil rights leaders
discouraged aspects of black culture, including homosexuality, that
contradicted existing mainstream society.
During the 1950s, American mainstream society was
overwhelmingly defined by strong traditional family values. The
Civil Rights Movement encouraged African Americans to adopt
these values, encouraging heteronormativity at the expense of the
gay black community. Myrdal urged the black community to
“acquire the traits held in high esteem by dominant white
Americans”, and homosexuality was not one of these traits.
Thaddeus Russell, author of “The Color of Discipline: Civil Rights
and Black Sexuality”, explains that “black homosexuals came to
represent all the elements of African American working-class
culture that civil rights leaders identified as obstacles to the
attainment of citizenship.”6 Therefore, leaders within the
movement encouraged strict heteronormativity and traditional
family values in the black community and discouraged any
expressions of homosexuality.
Martin Luther King Jr. promoted this message of conformity
in his sermons and speeches during the 1950s, calling on the black
community to elevate itself to the standards of mainstream
American culture in order to integrate fully into society. In
December of 1957, King delivered the sermon “Some Things We
Must Do” in a black church, urging the congregation, to “sit down
4
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quietly by the wayside and ask ourselves: ‘Where can we
improve?’ What are the things that white people are saying about
us...We’ve got to lift our moral standards at every hand.”7 King
urged those present to examine their way of life, and then “elevate
their own standards” to match those of mainstream white society.
He placed a responsibility on black Americans to present
themselves as perfect American citizens, which meant conforming
to heterosexual values.
In the same sermon, King called on the audience to “walk on
the street every day, and let people know that as we walk the street
we aren’t thinking about sex every time we turn around.”8 Frantz
Fanon, a prominent black psychiatrist, discussed the rampant hyper
sexualization of black gay men in white society. In his book, Black
Skin White Masks, he described that in popular culture, black gay
men are “turned into a penis…It is easy to imagine what such
descriptions can stimulate…Horror?”9 According to Fanon, black
gay men were understood to be unnatural sexual predators, in some
cases inciting a fearful response. Because black gay men were
stereotyped as hypersexual predators, they disproportionately
contributed to the perception of the black community as
hypersexual. Although King did not point directly to gay men in
his plea, a simple strategy to “let people know that as we walk the
street we aren’t thinking about sex” is to abandon homosexual
behavior altogether. Without openly condemning homosexual
behavior, King’s sermon acknowledged the barrier that black
queerness created in the fight for racial equality, as the presence of
homosexuality in the black community was perceived to jeopardize
the entire fight for racial equality.
Because The Civil Rights Movement during the 1950s
broadcasted messages of conformity and support for
heteronormative behavior, black homosexuality came to be
7
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understood as an obstacle in the fight for racial justice. As a result,
gay black men were accused of selfishly prioritizing their own
desires over the plight of the black community. In a sermon titled
“Conquering Self Centeredness” from August 1957, Dr. King
condemned selfish individuals and describes selfishness as a
sickness, utilizing language that reflected how homosexuality was
also described. He explained that the “consequences, the disruptive
effects of such self-centeredness, such egocentric desires, are
tragic” and those who give in to such desires “end up victims of
distorted and disrupted personality.”10 Dr. King specifically
described these individuals as having a “distorted personality”,
which is strikingly similar to how gay men were described in other
parts of American society during the 1950s. Furthermore, Adam
Clayton Powell Sr., an influential pastor and figure in the Civil
Rights Movement asserted that “the individual pursuit of pleasure
over the obligations of the community was both the cause and
consequence of homosexuality.”11 Equating black homosexuality
with selfishness was an extremely dangerous consequence of the
assimilationist approach as black gay men were forced to view
their racial and sexual identities in conflicting terms.
Despite the homophobic messages broadcasted by the
movement during the 1950s, Bayard Rustin, a gay man, remained
an influential figure in the organization. Because the public image
of the movement during the 1950s was strictly heterosexual, Rustin
was relegated to work behind the scenes and out of public view.
Working in the shadows, Rustin served as a close advisor and
companion to Dr. King and proved himself to be an invaluable
asset to the organization. Rustin was responsible for consolidating
the various Civil Rights movements in the south into the massively
successful Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)12.
10
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But Rustin’s primary accomplishment was organizing the
monumental 1963 March on Washington, where Martin Luther
King delivered the renowned “I Have a Dream” speech. Rustin’s
continued involvement in the organization, despite widespread
knowledge of his sexuality, demonstrates that while the movement
publicly condemned homosexuality, members of the organization
did not always internalize this sentiment. The assimilationist,
heteronormative strategy was not built on homophobia, but instead
the belief that appealing to mainstream white American culture
would provide the quickest route to equal rights.
Despite understanding that opposition to his sexuality was
motivated by pragmatism, and not homophobic ideals, Bayard
Rustin came to internalize these anti-gay messages, and struggled
to reconcile his sexual identity with his racial identity. Rustin’s
continued involvement coupled with his own internalization of
guilt for his homosexuality demonstrates the complexity of the
assimilationist Civil Rights message. Although he was directly
involved in the movement and accepted by other civil rights
leaders, the persistent homophobic sentiment broadcasted by the
movement negatively affected Rustin. He came to understand his
own sexuality as an obstacle in the fight for racial equality. In a
letter to a friend written from jail, Rustin explains, “I know now
that for me sex must be sublimated if I am to live with myself and
in this world longer”13. Rustin’s lifestyle and his sexual identity
were at odds: it was impossible for him to continue with his
activism and embrace his identity as a gay man. Rustin claimed
that it “would be better to be dead than to do worse than those I
have denounced from the platform as murderers. Violence is not as
bad as violence + hypocrisy.”14 As a result of the constant anti-gay
rhetoric, Rustin equated homosexuality with violence, claiming he
has ‘done worse’ than the individuals he’s accused of murder by
embracing his sexuality. As a result, Rustin has branded himself a
13
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hypocrite for protesting violence while identifying as a gay man.
Rustin’s personal struggle with reconciling his sexual identity
amongst the constant anti-gay messages reveals that despite not
being motivated by homophobia, the effects on black gay men was
no less severe. Countless individuals in the black gay community
suffered self-dread and confliction with their racial and sexual
identities as a result of the anti-gay sentiment broadcasted by the
movement.
The Black Panther Party
The Black Panthers rose to popularity during the later years of the
Civil Rights Movement, utilizing a vastly different strategy than
the assimilationist approach Dr. King had advocated for in the
early years of the movement. The party embraced revolution as
opposed to accommodation, claiming that because the current
United States government did not accept or appreciate the black
community, “it is their right, it is their duty to throw off such a
government, and to provide new guards for their future security.”15
This concept of revolution had a variety of effects on the black gay
community during the 1960s and 1970s. In order to establish a
public image of revolution, strength, and black power, the Panthers
championed hypermasculinity, urging for black men to regain their
stolen manhood. Since the Panthers also embraced social
revolution, the organization encouraged alliances with other
oppressed groups, even eventually allying with the Gay Liberation
Front to wage a complete social revolution against mainstream
society.
Reestablishing dominance in society for black men was a
major pillar of the Black Panther’s ideology, as the party blamed
white supremacy for the emasculation of black men. Huey
Newton, co-founder of the party and Minister of Defense,
discussed the crisis of manhood faced by black men in his paper,
“Fear and Doubt”, published in 1967. He described that a black
15
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man “finds himself void of those things that bring respect and a
feeling of worthiness…he feels that he is something less than a
man, and it is evident…the white man is ‘THE MAN’, he got
everything…and a n***** ain’t nothing.”16 Black men had been
deprived of their masculinity and manhood through hundreds of
years of slavery, institutionalized segregation, and racism. As a
result, Newton claimed that black men were psychologically
broken, “confused and in a constant state of rage and doubt.”17
Newton blamed years of oppression for constructing this stunted
black male identity, therefore inciting the Panthers to embrace a
powerful sense of masculinity to reassert the dominance of black
men.
Homosexuality, a symptom of this black emasculation, was
also understood to be a consequence of oppression in American
society. Eldridge Cleaver, minister of information for the Black
Panthers, attacked homosexuality in Soul on Ice, published in
1968. He described the state of black gay men in American
society: “The white man has deprived him of his masculinity…and
he turns the razor edge of hatred against ‘blackness.’”18 Not only
was black homosexuality the product of oppressive white society,
but also resulted in the rejection of one’s own race. Cleaver
accused black gay men of internalizing a “racial death-wish,”
falling victim to the emasculating effects of white supremacy.19
The Panthers linked homosexuality with white culture, deeming
black queerness an unfortunate consequence of years of
emasculation within mainstream culture. Furthermore, as Lisa M.
Corrigan discerns in her article, “Queering the Panthers: Rhetorical
Adjacency and Black/Queer Liberation Politics”, the Black Panther
party also embraced the politics of the Maoist-Leninist groups,
who understood homosexuality to be a ‘bourgeois deviation’, or
16
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‘counterrevolutionary,’ which stood in direct contention with their
revolutionary purpose.20
The Panthers sought to promote a hypermasculine ‘Black
Macho’ public persona. Furthermore, strong, traditionally
masculine men contributed to the Panther’s embrace of militaristic
self-defense and necessary violence. Cleaver advocated for black
men to fight back against the oppressive system, claiming that “we
shall have our manhood. We shall have it, or the earth will be
levelled by our attempts to gain it.”21 The Panthers encouraged the
violent expression of masculinity, which was exclusively
heterosexual in nature. Michelle Wallace, a civil rights and
women’s rights activist critiqued this overtly masculine
presentation of the Panthers: “their actions represented an
unprecedented boldness in the sons of slaves…The gains would
have been more lasting if an improved self-image had not been so
hopelessly dependent upon ‘Black Macho’—a male chauvinist that
was frequently cruel, narcissistic and shortsighted.”22 As Wallace
explained, the Panthers encouraged this hypermasculinity to stand
in contrast to their identity as “sons of slaves”, as the institution of
slavery stripped all autonomy and masculinity from black men.
This empowering embodiment of black male identity had
negative consequences, as the party was often described as a
hypermasculine cult. Because homosexuality was understood to be
a twisted product of oppression, the hypermasculine persona of the
Panthers did not leave room for black queer behavior. The image
below of Huey Newton embodying the strong, hypermasculine
persona was regularly featured in the Black Panther newspapers.
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Huey Newton sitting on a thrown-like chair, holding a spear in his left hand and staff in
his right hand. His strong gaze coupled with the weapons in his hands invokes the “Black
Macho” persona, while the objects in the background and the zebra skin rug provide
connections to African culture.23
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known…He’s a proud black man, but he’s also a proud
homosexual.”24 The constant hypermasculine and subtly anti-gay
rhetoric promoted by the Panthers had real consequences for
members within the movement. Some gay members of the party
feared their homosexuality would result in their banishment, and
23
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therefore chose to resign. Despite the potentially hostile
environment for black gay members, the radical ideology of the
Panthers attracted minorities from other communities.
The sentiment that led the Panthers to dismiss homosexuality
as a twisted product of white supremacy is the same ideology that
forced the Panthers to eventually show support for the Gay
Liberation movement. The intense revolutionary ideology of the
Panthers advocated for a complete rejection of mainstream, white,
cultural norms. Unlike the assimilationist movement, the Panthers
were not concerned with conforming to any aspect of mainstream
culture, allowing the group to wage a complete revolution against
the oppressive white culture. As a result of radical revolutionary
thought, the Black Panthers “created a space…for gender and
sexual outsiders to rearticulate themselves discursively as
empowered by their outsider status and association with
revolutionaries.”25 Members of other minority groups identified
with the revolutionary rhetoric of the Panthers. Because the party’s
goal was complete social revolution, the Panthers formed alliances
with other oppressed groups with the goal of waging a revolution
against mainstream society.
The Black Panthers and the Gay Liberation movement
became more closely linked following the Stonewall Riots, marked
by several nights of upheaval that publicly demonstrated the police
brutality faced by the gay community. As historian Lisa M.
Corrigan discusses, police brutality provided a concrete point of
shared oppression between the Panthers and the gay community,
strengthening the alliance and cooperation between the two
groups.26 Ending police brutality was a primary goal of the
Panther’s 10 Point Program, encouraging the self-defense of black
individuals against murderous police officers, referred to as pigs by
the Panthers.27 The Stonewall Riots offered a public view of the
25
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gay community violently protesting police brutality, fighting back
and chanting “kill the cops”, inciting a different perception of the
gay community than in previous years. The Panthers related with
the gay community’s violent struggle with the police, and therefore
felt a strong sense of solidarity with the Gay Liberation movement.
The Black Panthers publicly demonstrated support for the Gay
Liberation movement in 1970, with Huey Newton’s letter to the
gay and women’s liberation movements. Newton expressed the
necessity for oppressed groups to work together, recognize each
other’s unique oppressions and fight for social revolution. He
claimed that the gay community “might be the most oppressed
people in the society,” and advocated for a coalition of movements
to further the goal of complete revolution.28 Many members of the
party internalized this ideology of acceptance. Leo Laurence, a gay
activist described that he “asked several Panthers what they
thought about homosexual liberation… ‘Right on!’ came back the
answer every time. ‘I’m for anybody who is after freedom.’”29 This
notion of complete social revolution for all oppressed groups was
not just a public message voiced by the leaders of the party, but an
ideology internalized by the ordinary members of the movement.
As a result, many Panthers were accepting of homosexuality,
despite the overwhelming hyper-masculine and “Black Macho”
messages that the movement publicly broadcasted.
Although Newton publicly declared the Panther’s support for
Gay Liberation and ordinary members of the party embraced
homosexuality, the Black Panthers struggled to shake the negative
perceptions about their hypermasculine reputation, which had
become an identifying aspect of the group. As Corrigan explains,
despite the progressive views of the party, the Panthers continued
to be dismissed as a “brutal, thoughtless, hypermasculine
organization.”30 Because the Panthers built their organization
28
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around the strong persona of the “Black Macho” and embraced this
image in public appearances, the party struggled to show
meaningful support to the gay community. The result was a series
of complicated, contradictory messages towards the black gay
community, as Panthers voiced their support for gay liberation,
while at the same time closeted gay members of the party felt the
need to resign instead of risking exposure.
Conclusion
The Black Panther Party and the assimilationists of the 1950s each
utilized a strategy they believed to be the most effective in gaining
equality in American society. Although vastly different, The Black
Panthers and Dr. King’s approach each had uniquely negative
effects on the black gay population. The assimilationist movement
championed conformity to mainstream American culture, leaving
no acceptable space for black gay men. Black queerness was
therefore recognized as a selfish trait that stood in the way of
achieving racial equality. As their movement developed, the Black
Panthers came to view homosexuals as equal victims of
heteronormative white violence. Over time, they came to reject
their previous argument that black homosexuality was the result of
white emasculation, publicly uniting with the Gay Liberation Front
and encouraging total social revolution.
These messages have lasting effects on individuals. Although
the Civil Rights Movement was primarily a fight for racial justice,
understanding the effect it had on other marginalized groups is
imperative. As a result of these negative messages put forth by
Civil Rights leaders, black gay men were not only fighting for their
rights as black men, but also struggling within the black
community to assert their rights as gay men.
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Gay Bars in Pre-Stonewall San Francisco:
“Walk-In Closets” as the Source of a Surprisingly Divergent
Queer Activism
Tegan Smith
In the 1960s, “You took your life into your own hands when you
walked into a bar,” said homophile activist Otto Bremerman.1
While studying at Berkeley in the early 1960s, Bremerman took
the train into San Francisco for weekend trips to the city’s six gay
bars. Initially, Bremerman avoided gay bars because he feared
police raids, gay bashings, and being outed. Despite his concerns,
he could not stay away. Reflecting on his first time in a gay bar,
Bremerman mused, “I immediately realized I was home.”2
Bremerman’s perspective echoes the experiences of many other
gay men and lesbians during the 1960s.3 San Francisco gay bars
were a central site for LGBTQ+ community and culture, though
the purpose, function, and politics of bars were hotly contested
within and outside queer communities. Gay bars were one of the
few public places where LGBTQ+ folks were able to socialize, but
patrons were still limited in the desires, gender presentations, and
behaviors they exhibited. A primary reason for these limitations
was the regulation of gay bars. Local authorities were under
pressure to proscribe public homosexual behavior, and regulating
gay bars minimized the public presence of queer people.4 Decades
of efforts by local authorities, particularly the San Francisco Police
Department (SFPD) and the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
(ABC), resulted in closures and restrictions of one of the few
1
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semistable public gathering places for LGBTQ+ people.5 In
response to these oppressive efforts, members of San Francisco’s
LGBTQ+ communities developed various organizations to combat
their mistreatment. LGBTQ+ people, Bremerman included, joined
these burgeoning organizations to challenge inequity, supplement
(or even replace) bar-based organizing, and develop solutions to
defy their subjection. Ultimately, the regulation (including policing
and raiding) of San Francisco’s gay bars in the 1960s was a key
contributor to the proliferation of diverse LGBTQ+ activist
organizations dedicated to the protection and advancement of the
gay/lesbian community.
Considerable research has been done on San Francisco gay
bars. Nan Alamilla Boyd’s Wide-Open Town (2003) is among the
most thorough works on San Francisco’s LGBTQ+ history.
Through her use of oral histories, legal documents, and manuscript
collections from San Francisco and other California archives, Boyd
tracks the development of gay/lesbian life in the city, specifically
the evolution of gay bar culture and its impact on local
communities. Similarly, Christopher Agee’s pioneering article in
the Journal of the History of Sexuality, “Gayola: Police
Professionalization and the Politics of San Francisco’s Gay Bars,
1950-1968,” (2006) on the policing of San Francisco’s gay bars, a
topic that is as central to LGBTQ+ history as the Stonewall Riots,
has been of indispensable importance to understandings of postWorld War II gay/lesbian life. That research, along with the works
of J. Todd Ormsbee and John D'Emilio, speaks to the significance
of gay bars within gay/lesbian communities in 1950s and 1960s
San Francisco. These communities, as argued by Christina
Hanhardt in Safe Space: Gay Neighborhood History and the
Politics of Violence (2013) and Emily Hobson in Lavender and
Red: Liberation and Solidarity in the Gay and Lesbian Left (2016),
spearheaded a multitude of countercultural activist initiatives
rooted in multi-issue queer politics. This essay will add to existing
5
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historiography by explicating the links between gay bars and
LGBTQ+ activism, as well as the role regulation played in
generating new social and political organizations committed to
protecting the rights and interests of the gay/lesbian community.
Current historiography overlooks how the policing and raiding of
gay bars transformed the discourses of existing homophile
organizations, influenced the politics of emerging organizations,
and contributed to the genesis of the gay liberation movement.
This paper, based in secondary sources, as well as a unique mix of
primary documents, synthesizes the history of gay bars, policing,
and LGBTQ+ activism to demonstrate how reading these histories
together offers new insights into the proliferation of LGBTQ+
organizing throughout 1960s San Francisco. This will broaden the
depth and breadth of understanding of LGBTQ+ history, as well as
the importance of activist organizing by and for marginalized
communities.
The defining feature of the SFPD’s regulation of gay bars in
the 1950s and early 1960s was the discretionary authority afforded
to police officers. As Agee has shown, due to the decentralization
of the SFPD and the lack of police professionalization, police
officers received no guidelines, methods, nor training to identify
and judge criminal behavior. Resultantly, officers’ own moral
codes, desire to impress their peers, and yearning for respect from
local communities influenced officers’ perceptions of and
responses to crime.6 John Mindermann, who joined the SFPD as a
patrol officer in 1959, recalls “a lot of ad hoc, spontaneous,
without form” responses and resolutions to issues officers faced on
their beats.7 Gay bars and their customers experienced the
unpredictable, varied policing described by Mindermann. As one
patron remembers, bargoers were in danger of being beaten up or
arrested if “you made the wrong kind of remark or lifted your
6
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eyebrow in the wrong way.”8 However, “wrong” lacked a universal
definition; police officers interpreted “wrong” however they saw
fit, contributing to the range of responses to the policing of gay
bars.
The discretionary authority of SFPD officers was backed by
vague laws and loopholes upheld by the California Supreme
Court.9 For example, loitering laws criminalized men walking
alone or being in the street without a specific reason. Police
officers could ask any man walking alone to justify his public
presence, and the officer was free to decide if the explanation was
acceptable. Officers’ discretionary authority was upheld in
Stoumen v. Reilly (1951), which corroborated the state’s power to
“regulate lewd behavior, which by legal definition, all homosexual
behavior was.”10 Guy Strait, cofounder of The League for Civil
Education (LCE) and founder of San Francisco’s first gay
newspaper, LCE News, recalls that simply the verbal implication
that two men might go home together could warrant an arrest for a
lewd act.11 This left gay bars and their patrons vulnerable to the
perceptions and motivations of police officers.
City leaders were typically unconcerned with the officers’
degree of discretionary authority, as long as they criminalized the
behavior of Black folks and homosexuals.12 Consequently, police
officers with gay bars on their beat developed their own responses
to regulate gay bars: ignore, harass, or pursue payoffs. Aided by
the lack of uniformity, these forms of regulation went largely
uncriticized or unnoticed by the high brass of the SFPD,
politicians, the press, and the general public as long as officers
8
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kept gay bars “out of the public eye.”13 This left gay bars
vulnerable to economic exploitation, arrests of their patrons, and
closures if any homosexual behavior (e.g., same-sex hand-holding,
flirting, dancing) was observed on the premises.14 However, once
certain corrupt actions of police officers became known to the
public, gay bars underwent a new era of regulation.
The structure and practices of the SFPD came under fire with
the 1960 “gayola scandal”: gay bar owners’ public accusation that
law enforcement officers were extorting them instead of closing,
raiding, or making arrests in their bars.15 Though the accused
officers denied any wrongdoing, the scandal made front page news
and even precipitated announcements from Mayor George
Christopher and Police Chief Thomas Cahill of changes within the
SFPD made in response to the allegations.16 The negative publicity
and growing skepticism surrounding the morality of the SFPD
initiated a sizable shift in the regulation of gay bars, resulting in
more centralized policing with the direct oversight of the police
chief and mayor, as well as increases in entrapment, raids, and
closures.17 Although officers’ discretionary authority made it
difficult for gay bars to develop universal strategies to challenge
their regulation, some bars had benefitted from the security they
received via the pay-off system. Their owners were able to protect
their patrons, keep their liquor licenses, and earn a living. As postgayola scandal policing became more centralized and regulating
homosexuality became more politicized and standardized, it was
increasingly challenging for gay bars to remain open. They faced
more duplicitous forms of policing aimed at curbing gay/lesbian
visibility, sociality, and inclusion, oppressions that would later
become key rallying points in community organizing.
13
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The most decisive change that enabled these more aggressive
tactics was the partnership between the SFPD and the ABC. By
supplying plainclothes officers to the ABC, the SFPD was able to
arrest more gay bar patrons via entrapment. Undercover officers
would lure suspected homosexuals into accepting their advances
and then arrest them, allowing SFPD and ABC members to
manufacture probable cause for patrons’ arrests and the revocation
of bars’ liquor licenses.18 Entrapment aided the SFPD’s and ABC’s
justification for raids because it gave them “proof” that the
establishment had a predominantly gay/lesbian clientele and was
therefore a site of illegal activity. The most popular example of this
is the Tay-Bush Inn Raid in which 103 people were arrested for
“lewd, indecent acts,” including same-sex dancing, which
undercover officers had observed over the three days prior to the
raid.19
Surveillance and targeted arrests became cornerstones of the
regulation of gay bars, contributing to the twenty-five gay bar
closures made by the SFPD and ABC in just 18 months in 1961
and 1962.20 Through forms of regulation like entrapment, the
SFPD and ABC prohibited LGBTQ+ people’s first amendment
right to association, denied them equal protection under the law,
and restricted their acceptance and inclusion in the city of San
Francisco. Ultimately, post-gayola, centralized regulation provided
gay bar owners and gay/lesbian activists alike with distinct targets
to organize against and concrete examples of how the regulation of
gay bars perpetuated injustice and discrimination against the
gay/lesbian community.
In response to the regulation of gay bars, existing homophile
organizations like the Daughters of Bilitis and the Mattachine
Society committed more of their time, money, and periodical space
to combat police repression. Though the Daughters of Bilitis was
18
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founded to provide lesbians with an alternative to gay bars, the
group remained attuned to the issues facing bar-going homosexuals
inside and outside the organization.21 In their periodical The
Ladder, Daughters of Bilitis cofounders Phyllis Lyon and Del
Martin condemned the SFPD’s discriminatory practices. In
multiple editorials Martin blamed Mayor George Christopher for
his complicity in homosexuals’ mistreatment and argued that the
SFPD ought to abolish the use of entrapment.22 Similarly, Lyon
demanded an end to unequal surveillance of gay bars versus
straight bars.23 Echoing the Daughters of Bilitis’ increasing
criticism of gay bar regulation, the Mattachine Society denounced
the discretionary authority of police officers and the abuses
enabled by the ABC, Mayor Christopher, and Police Chief Cahill.24
Both groups focused on fighting entrapment and police harassment
and gaining individual rights for gay men and lesbians.25 Their
commitment to these issues led them to collaborate with other
homophile organizations and bar-based activists to develop a
discourse of gay/lesbian civil rights and propose strategies to
secure those rights.
Though the Daughters of Bilitis and the Mattachine Society
were not created to combat gay bar regulation, their politics and
activism were greatly transformed by the countless instances of
police repression of gay bars. As outspoken supporters of
gay/lesbian civil rights, these groups would not stand idly by as
their community’s “primary social institution” became hubs for
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harassment, raids, and arrests.26 Resultantly, the Daughters of
Bilitis and the Mattachine Society forged generative partnerships
between established and emerging homophile organizations. They
helped new generations of activists decide what they wanted to
fight for, what they wanted to represent, and why their work
mattered. The ability to critique and be in tension with established
organizations provided emerging organizations with a baseline and
model, allowing them to identify the strengths and shortcomings of
their predecessors and formulate their own strategies, perspectives,
and goals. Similarly, leaders of the established organizations were
actively involved in creating and funding these new groups.
One of the first groups to emerge from the regulation of gay
bars was the League for Civil Education (LCE) (1961). LCE was
closely aligned with the politics and strategies of the Daughters of
Bilitis and the Mattachine Society because of its moderate civil
rights approach to ending police repression. By sponsoring
community meetings for bar-based organizers, homophile activists,
the SFPD, and the ABC, LCE aimed to foster cooperation and
open dialogue. Purposes of these meetings ranged from identifying
issues of harassment and denial of civil rights in bars to how to
improve relationships with law enforcement.27 However, two
police officers at the first community meeting “denied the
existence of police entrapment or police discrimination against gay
bargoers.”28 The SFPD’s refusal to recognize documented abuse
thwarted any possibility for productive discussion or action across
groups. LCE remained dedicated to protecting people from
entrapment, discrimination, and arrest, but without the ability to
hold the SFPD or any other law enforcement agency accountable,
their aim to secure equal protection under the law went unmet.
26
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Despite its shortcomings, LCE remains an important organization
because, as Boyd argues, LCE laid the groundwork for the Tavern
Guild (1962) and the Society for Individual Rights (1963).29
Gay bar owners and employees began the Tavern Guild to
eradicate the unjust regulation of gay bars, minimize the impacts of
discriminatory policing, and promote effective social and legal
change.30 James Robinson, gay bar employee and founding
member, stated that creating “a culture of standing up to police
harassment” was central to the mission of the Tavern Guild.
Consequently, the Tavern Guild adopted LCE strategies like
distributing photos of undercover SFPD and ABC agents and
holding community meetings to improve relationships between
private citizens and law enforcement agencies. The Tavern Guild
had a modest impact on these relationships. Since SFPD and ABC
members did not attend the community meetings, it was
challenging to initiate a dialogue for positive change. However, by
signaling their willingness to work with authorities, sponsoring
popular social events, garnering support from campaigning liberal
politicians, and fundraising, the Tavern Guild demonstrated the
social, political, and economic power of the gay/lesbian
community.31 Showing this strength “got the government—the
ABC and the police department—to leave us [gay bars] alone a
little bit,” said gay bar owner Charlotte Coleman.32 The Tavern
Guild did not substantially improve the relationships between
private citizens and law enforcement, but it did provide people
with some additional protection from arrests and harassment. The
Tavern Guild also started a phone tree so that when gay bar
employees experienced police harassment, a raid, or an inspection,
they could warn other Tavern Guild members in mere minutes.
29
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Knowing which bars were targeted and seeing photos of confirmed
undercover agents helped gay bars avoid raids. However, if the
phone tree or photos did not reach everyone before a raid or
inspection, members knew specific legal loopholes they could
point to in order to avoid closures.33 Combatting the oppression of
gay bars was central to the Tavern Guild’s mission, and as their
physical and financial resources grew, they were able to expand
their goals and services.
The Tavern Guild’s ability to effectively link gay/lesbian
organizing and gay/lesbian culture was what made them the most
successful of the early homophile organizations. As “the most
public aspect of homosexual life,” gay bars were popular places to
socialize, which made them easy targets for raids and arrests.34 The
Tavern Guild’s position within an essential part of gay/lesbian
culture and firsthand experience of fighting oppression informed
the growing mission of the organization. It understood the lengths
to which the SFPD, ABC, and public officials would go to
intimidate, ghettoize, and repress the gay/lesbian community.
Additionally, the Tavern Guild recognized the centrality of gay
bars to the facilitation of friendships, relationships, hookups, and a
sense of community.35 Both understandings shaped the trajectory
of the Tavern Guild because it recognized that community
organizing was indispensable to the protection of their rights and
gay/lesbian culture. No other bar-based groups were dedicated to
these issues, so the Tavern Guild created its own social and legal
bulwarks. For example, it provided people with legal defense
funds, developed and educated a queer voting bloc, and identified
legal challenges to California’s antigay statues.36 Furthermore, the
Tavern Guild joined other homophile organizations to host
fundraisers and community events that would help people in barbased communities become more politically active and people in
33
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homophile organizations become more socially active. 37 The
blending of these two communities strengthened future groups’
ability to organize because there were more people invested in
achieving civil rights, preserving gay/lesbian culture, and
developing unapologetic gay/lesbian communities.
One of the Tavern Guild’s strongest partnerships was with
SIR, another organization sprouting from the disbandment of LCE.
Unlike LCE and the Mattachine Society, SIR was not run by a
board of directors or corporate officers who set the organization’s
agenda or viewed members as donors more than active
participants. Instead, SIR sought to recruit people who were
committed to active political organizing and promoting social
change that would ensure the “dignity, self-respect, and selfworth” of homosexuals.38 By 1965 SIR had the largest membership
of any homophile organization in San Francisco and established a
range of committees to serve the varied needs of the gay/lesbian
community.39 For example, to protect members from arrest and
harassment, the Legal Committee distributed “Pocket Lawyers” to
educate people on their constitutional and legal rights with special
advice for gay men facing entrapment.40 Additionally, SIR’s
monthly magazine Vector reported on police brutality and the need
for a police review board, changes to “idiotic laws on
homosexuality,” and a reformed relationship between gay bars and
the law.41 In addition to their legal aid and publications, SIR
developed social responses to the regulation of gay bars that aimed
to provide alternative spaces for people to socialize.
Lieutenant Elliot Blackstone, member of the SFPD from
1953 to 1975, recalls that the gay/lesbian community “wanted the
37
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bars in such a way as to not get busted.”42 This led to gay bars
forbidding same-sex dancing and public displays of affection, as
well as excluding trans and gender non-conforming (GNC) people
because they could draw additional attention to a bar’s queer
clientele.43 The fear of getting “busted” by the police compounded
the preexisting discrimination against and exclusion of trans and
GNC people.44 However, SIR dances, drag shows, theater
productions, and balls created inclusive environments that
provided safer socializing opportunities.45 Since these were
irregular events at different venues, it was harder for law
enforcement to regulate them. Therefore, attendees could act freely
with less fear of police raids and harassment and be less concerned
with being policed by fellow LGBTQ+ community members.
SIR’s private events welcomed people from queer, trans, and
GNC communities, aiding SIR’s ability to forge a strong political
movement and united community that upheld the dignity and
respect of all members. SIR President Bill Beardemphel recalls
these social events “fulfilling their [members’] life experience and
making it good that being a homosexual is good.”46 Through their
committees, publications, and social events, SIR molded a
cohesive “‘gay community’ into an effective political tool.”47
Homophile organizations were now fighting for both individual
42
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and collective civil rights, positioning themselves as political,
social, and communal organizations dedicated to civic engagement
and protecting their community.
The Council on Religion and the Homosexual (CRH) (1964)
was also embedded in this culture of cooperative participation,
though it sought to unite the gay/lesbian community, religious
circles, and the broader public. Until the mid-1950s, few Christian
scholars had questioned the church’s prevailing view “that
homosexuality was sinful and intrinsically evil.”48 Even after
Anglican priest and theologian Derrick Sherwin Bailey’s 1955
publication of Homosexuality and the Western Christian
Tradition—which argued that the church’s antihomosexual views
were a result of poor theology, improper biblical exegesis, and an
insufficient understanding of a text’s historical context—few
churches changed their perspective, making antihomosexual views
commonplace in Christian teachings, theology, and ministry.49
However, the Glide Methodist Church, founding member of the
CRH, adopted Bailey’s interpretation and was one of the few
churches where religious leaders advocated on behalf of gay
men/lesbians, educated religious communities on gay/lesbian
issues, and ministered to local gay men/lesbians.50 Glide’s
progressive politics, left-leaning clergymen, and commitment to
urban ministry made them appealing to local gay/lesbian activists
who wanted to combat homophobia prompted by Christianity.
Subsequently, these once disparate groups founded CRH to
promote dialogue “between homosexuals and the community at
large—in the interests of increased mutual understanding” and to
serve San Francisco’s marginalized communities.51
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To develop a broad knowledge of the issues facing San
Francisco’s gay/lesbian community, CRH forged connections with
leaders and members of the Mattachine Society, Tavern Guild,
SIR, and the Daughters of Bilitis. By providing gay/lesbian
activists with the opportunity to share their communities’ concerns,
CRH encouraged stronger alliances between the organizations and
a more nuanced understanding of the wants and needs of the
different branches of the gay/lesbian community. A result of these
growing alliances was the 1965 New Year’s Day Ball, which was
intended to be a fundraising event for CRH and a celebratory event
for the gay/lesbian community.52 However, the SFPD had other
ideas.
On the day of the ball, the SFPD sent fifty-five officers to
“intimidate, harass and make arrests; and to in any fashion destroy
the ball.”53 Like most of their gay bar busts, the SFPD wanted to
break up the New Year’s Day Ball to fuel their interests in
“embarrassing gay and lesbian people and disrupting their attempts
to socialize in public view.”54 Members of the SFPD were
instructed to photograph all attendees trying to enter, block the
intersection in front of the ball, divert traffic, and engage in other
intimidation tactics to prevent people from attending. During the
raid, Rev. Cecil Williams said that a police officer, “looked at the
rings on our [the Ministers’] fingers and said, ‘We see you’re
married—how do your wives accept this?’”55 Williams was one of
twelve heterosexual ministers who sponsored the ball. Other
straight people attended as friends and allies. At least one reverend
was threatened with arrest, and, according to Rev. Ted McIlvenna,
it took the SFPD “‘more than an hour to find anything wrong’”
after entering the ball and sweeping the building.56 Ultimately, the
52
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SFPD only arrested three lawyers who worked with SIR and one
volunteer, all of whom were later acquitted.57 The SFPD was
suspicious of all attendees and committed to sabotaging the ball. It
wanted to prevent gay/lesbian socializing and discourage straight
people from displaying public support of the gay/lesbian
community, but their intimidation tactics backfired.
The ball became a publicized example of police harassment
and intimidation that generated some straights’ sympathy and
further mobilized homophile organizations. First, homophile
organizations had a new legal opportunity to combat police
persecution. CRH filed false-arrest suits upwards of one million
dollars in damages, which prompted Police Chief Cahill to end
large bar raids and stop providing the ABC with undercover
officers, minimizing gay bar regulation and closures.58 Second,
there were more media opportunities to draw the general public’s
attention to gay/lesbian oppression. CRH’s “A Brief of Injustices”
states that, after its many confrontations with the SFPD, “It has
become apparent that the police feel justified in doing whatever
they want to do regardless of whether it is merited or not, wise, or
even legal.”59 The brief cites social ostracization, inequitable
enforcement of laws, intimidation, enticement, entrapment, and
harassment as central injustices experienced by the gay/lesbian
community. The document singles out gay bars as a primary locus
of these injustices and whose regulation denies gay men/lesbians
the right to assembly.60 Compiling and documenting these
injustices helped raise awareness of the issues faced by the
gay/lesbian community and served as a decisive call to action
against homophobia to be heeded by the religious community,
politicians, law enforcement, and society at large. Additionally, the
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media coverage of the New Year’s Day Ball gave SIR and CRH
more opportunities to condemn police harassment in the press,
building on the civil rights discourse homophile organizations had
been developing throughout the early 1960s.
The New Year’s Day Ball came to symbolize the issues
between the SFPD and the gay/lesbian community. It encapsulated
the years of discriminatory policing experienced by the gay/lesbian
community and the violation of LGBTQ+ public spaces. At the
same time, the New Year’s Day Ball became representative of the
issues within the gay/lesbian community. The ball certainly
functioned as a “catalyst for improvements in the situation of San
Francisco homosexuals,” but homophile organizations and
emerging gay liberation organizations did not always agree on
what improvements should be made nor how to achieve them.61
While homophile organizations clung to their moderate approaches
focused on securing constitutional and civil rights, gay liberation
organizations sought more substantial social change that would
dismantle interconnected systems of oppression. The regulation of
gay bars remained a cause for debate between homophile
organizations and gay liberation organizations, leading to more
opportunities for consciousness-raising and refining organizations’
politics and goals.
Homophile groups wanted to cultivate a conformist version
of the homosexual who sought to be integrated into society.
Members were expected to obey the laws and conventions of
mainstream society so that they could prove their worthiness of
individual and civil rights.62 To reflect their assimilation to class
and gender norms, homophile activists would participate in
protests with the men wearing suits and ties and women wearing
dresses.63 Even after the New Year’s Day Ball, an event
welcoming people in drag and with non-normative gender
presentations, groups like SIR clung to the idea of aligning
61
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masculine homosexuality with prescribed gender norms.64
Conformity garnered criticism from gay liberationists, activists of
color, and the more progressive homophile activists. Due to the
homophile groups’ homogeneity and limited connections with
other social and political movements, they had a narrow
understanding of homosexuality that was informed by whiteness,
middle-class standards, and gender normativity. Additionally, there
was little attention to issues impacting trans, queer, and GNC
people, who were often seen as inimical to the groups’
assimilationist approaches. A moderate approach to change
appeared the most appealing path because, as most members were
not committed to fighting other forms of oppression, it seemed the
most likely to succeed. The Daughters of Bilitis, Mattachine
Society, LCE, Tavern Guild, and SIR were single-issue
organizations almost exclusively dedicated to issues that
exclusively impacted gay men/lesbians as gay men/lesbians.
Gay liberation groups of the mid-to-late 1960s surpassed the
single-issue, assimilationist models championed by their
predecessors because they did not want assimilation and
conformity to be the routes by which they gained social
acceptance. Instead, they worked to form inclusive organizations
dedicated to serving people from diverse backgrounds
experiencing a range of interconnected issues. Therefore, gay
liberation groups fought for people’s right to be out of gay bars
more than their right to be in gay bars.
The “gay ghetto” was a salient concept in the discourses and
publications of San Francisco’s emerging gay liberation
organizations. One meaning of gay ghetto drew a parallel between
the shared experiences of people of color, particularly Black
people, and gay people living in lower-income, heavily policed
urban areas. The second meaning of gay ghetto pointed to how gay
64
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people were exploited by and isolated from society through the
collusion of the SFPD, organized crime, and gay bar owners—as
seen in the “gayola” scandal. Both meanings of gay ghetto pointed
to how queer people were excluded from public life and relegated
to marginal, precarious positions, both socially and
geographically.65
LGBTQ+ and labor activist Carl Wittman writes, “Ghettos
breed self-hatred [sic]. We stagnate, accepting the status quo. The
status quo is rotten. We are all warped by our oppression, and in
the isolation of the ghetto we blame ourselves rather than our
oppressors.”66 Wittman’s words encapsulate many gay
liberationists sentiments toward the gay ghetto, with gay bars
functioning as potent symbols of gay exclusion. Because even if
gay ghettos are “more diverse and freer than most ghettos,”
capitalists still turn a profit, police still patrol them, and the
government still decides if gays deserve tolerance.67 Groups like
Citizens Alert, Inc., Vanguard, and Committee for Homosexual
Freedom (CHF) wanted to combat gay ghettoization perpetuated
by mainstream society. However, they also sought to combat the
“middle class bigotry and racism” of some homophile groups by
taking multi-issue approaches to dismantling oppressive power
structures and refusing to accept the status quo.68
Citizens Alert was one of the few pro-gay multi-racial
organizations in pre-Stonewall San Francisco. It was founded in
1965 to protect all people from police brutality, harassment,
intimidation, and unequal enforcement of the law.69 Like the
homophile organizations, Citizens Alert emphasized civic
education and legal empowerment, which it promoted via legal
advice booklets and a 24-hour hotline to report police
65
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misconduct.70 However, unlike its homophile predecessors,
Citizens Alert worked to combat discrimination that could be
experienced as a result of “income, color, national origin, sexual
identification and minority status.”71 By serving as a police
watchdog for multiple forms of discrimination against many
groups, Citizens Alert became a great vehicle for coalitionbuilding among groups dedicated to critiquing and reforming the
relationship between law enforcement and the general public.72
Citizens Alert looked beyond the regulation of gay bars to
understand how violent police practices operated at all levels of
society and across many marginalized communities. Yet, the
genesis of the organization remains inextricably linked to the
regulation of gay bars because of Citizens Alert’s commitment to
fighting discrimination in places of public accommodation and
segregation in public facilities.73
Similarly, Vanguard also broke away from the single-issue
homophile organizations by including people of nonnormative
gender presentations, more people of color, members of San
Francisco’s radical youth subculture, and sex workers.74 Members
of Vanguard were often unable or unwilling to assimilate to the
norms of dominant society due to their identities and/or politics.75
For example, members of the gay liberation movement sought
sexual freedom that they thought could only be achieved by ending
“militarism, racism, and police violence.”76 This led Vanguard to
disagree with homophile groups’ Americanist appeals on issues
70
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like gay inclusion in the military or the right to privacy.77 To
Vanguard members, arguing for the right to privacy reified the
ghettoization of the marginalized. Being able to congregate in
private however one pleases (e.g., in drag, wearing androgynous
clothing, showing same-sex affection, etc.) would not disrupt the
“hostile social order in which all difference from the usual in
behavior is attacked.”78 Instead, Vanguard wanted public
organizing and action free of guilt, police and capitalist
exploitation, or “cowards and bullies” coming to the Tenderloin
and “beating the shit out of queers.”79 To achieve this, Vanguard
wanted to join with other anti-imperialist and multiracial
organizations who were against the capitalist state. They believed
that the systems and structures of capitalism fueled gay oppression,
which was inextricably linked to issues of sexism, racism, and
classism.80
San Francisco’s Committee for Homosexual Freedom (CHF),
founded in April 1969 and renamed the Gay Liberation Front in
August 1969, shared Vanguard’s critiques and concerns
surrounding the gay ghetto and the gay bar’s role within it.81 Gale
Whittington, cofounder of CHF, positioned CHF and its members
as desirous of a cultural revolution. Whittington wanted to deliver
the gay/lesbian community out of gay bars and away from
organizations that “keep their people in a ghetto.”82 By hosting
private parties in secluded places and charging entry to bars and
special events, Whittington argued that SIR and Tavern Guild
profited off the seclusion of the gay/lesbian community because
77
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there was nowhere else for people to go. Whittington believed that
this made some homophile groups resistant to change and the
betterment of the gay/lesbian community because it would render
it immune to economic exploitation. Further, CHF was against
politics of cooperation championed by previous homophile
organizations, especially the idea of working with the police.
Whittington stated that “Mattachine has sold out to the police.” By
making deals with the police, they can “control you to the point
where you don’t do anything.”83 Negotiating rights and liberties
within an unjust system did not sit well with Whittington. Instead,
he wanted to create an organization composed of mutually
reinforcing groups dedicated to combating interlocking forms of
oppression. The conditions that created and upheld gay ghettos and
their central institutions, like the gay bar, came increasingly under
fire as the gay liberation movement continued to be influenced by
the theory and praxis of Black liberation, Third World radicalism,
and the New Left.84
By August 1969, CHF morphed into GLF and took issue
with the “Gay Establishment” as a whole. Some members called
gay bars “walk-in closets” and critiqued Mattachine Society,
Daughters of Bilitis, Tavern Guild, and SIR for clinging to their
“middle-class respectability” and tenuous commitments to social,
political, and economic transformation.85 Boyfriend of Gale
Whittington and cofounder of CHF/GLF, Leo Laurence saw gay
bars and private events like the holiday drag balls as hindrances to
people’s freedom of gender expression and gender transgression.
People should feel free to do drag “not just twice a year, but every
day; not just at a drag ball, but at work, school, church, and on the
streets.”86 Further, Laurence envisioned a future where it was
83
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acceptable for “two gay lovers to kiss in a bar, just as heteros
do.”87 Ultimately, gay liberation groups took less issue with gay
bars themselves than the conditions that made gay bars feel like the
only option. They sought to co-create a world with an expansive
view of gender and sexuality that did not have to be limited to gay
bars, controlled by the law, or regulated by the police. Gay
liberation groups of late 1960s San Francisco fueled the genesis of
the “gay left,” which would continue to pursue liberation for and
solidarity among the marginalized.88
Mid-to-late 1960s gay rights organizations envisioned a
profoundly restructured society. Citizens Alert aimed to free
people from state violence and social control, especially on behalf
of sexual and racial minorities who were disproportionately
impacted by abusive policing. To promote police accountability,
Citizens Alert created coalitions between homophile activists and
more than fifty other organizations including Black, Chinese,
Japanese, and Latinx civil rights groups.89 Although state violence
and social control of marginalized communities continue today,
Citizens Alert’s solidarity work remains impressive and
demonstrates the importance of continuing to fight these injustices,
as attempted by Vanguard and CHF/GLF. These groups realized
that sexual oppression could not be the sole focus of their activism
because heterosexism is entwined with other forms of privilege,
power, and oppression like racism, classism, and sexism. Sexual
liberation and freedom of gender expression could not be achieved
without solidarity against the entire interlocking system of “isms.”
Anti-racist and anti-capitalist goals were particularly salient among
the more radical gay liberationists, leading to a broad spectrum of
activism involved in but not limited to the Third World Strike,
Black liberation, and the anti-war movements.90 Whittington said
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of the politics and practices of San Francisco’s early gay liberation
movement, “Our reactions will relate to the times and what’s
happening and specific injustices that occur.”91 This reflects a
dynamic activism dedicated to rising to the challenges of its time
with sustained commitment to fighting injustice.
Efforts to protect the patrons of gay bars, actions once
deemed radical even in San Francisco, by the end of the 1960s
were increasingly spurned as cripplingly limited and conservative
in scope. Whether fighting biblically backed homophobia or for the
right to hold hands in public, homophile activists and gay
liberationists were increasingly concerned with a wider range of
issues of social justice. Although homophile rights organizations
continued to prioritize securing individual rights for gay
men/lesbians, gay liberation groups sought widespread social
transformation for the betterment of many marginalized
communities. The groups’ different perspectives on similar issues
engendered a broad spectrum of activism that contained diverse
insights into how to achieve justice for the gay/lesbian community.
Memories of previous activism informed the work of future
activists by providing them with multiple blueprints for community
organizing, generating publicity and direct action strategies to aid
their causes.92 To preserve this history, as argued by Elizabeth
Armstrong and Suzanna Crage, “Memory depends on the survival
and continued relevance of commemorative vehicles.”93
Despite the limited scope of the activism centered on gay
bars in the early 1960s, their sustained historical significance
within LGBTQ+ history and activism make them appropriate
memorial sites—as recognized in 2016 with the establishment of
the Stonewall Inn as a national monument. However, physical
preservation of gay bars in the United States may not be an option.
From 2007 to 2019, U.S. gay bar listings have decreased by as
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much as 37%.94 The U.S. is experiencing an all-time low in the 40plus years of gay bar history, a decline that only accelerated during
the coronavirus pandemic. And while there may be many positive
reasons that might account for these closures, such as increased
social acceptance of LGBTQ+ people, more LGBTQ+ social
media and dating apps, and a wider range of accessible social
activities beyond bar scenes, LGBTQ+ communities still suffer
grave losses when gay bars close, especially in smaller cities and
rural areas where gay bars are still the only non-virtual public
option for LGBTQ+ gatherings. Gay bars were, and are, hubs for
socializing, political organizing, and experiencing oneself as a
joyous being connected to one’s desired cultures, subcultures, and
communities.95 Additionally, they were sites of violence,
exclusion, and discrimination.96 Even if these spaces cannot be
physically preserved as commemorative vehicles, their complex
legacies should be sustained in archives, collective memories, and
historiographies.
The history of gay bars offers valuable insight into how
oppressed groups can be empowered by their own institutions to
forge community, create alliances, evolve, and gain rights. The
regulation of San Francisco gay bars in the 1960s shows how law
enforcement, bar-based culture, homophile organizations, and gay
liberation groups shaped and were shaped by one another.
Although the Stonewall Riots in New York are generally
understood to mark the beginning of the liberation of LGBTQ+
people, in the decade prior to these riots, gay bars in San Francisco
were a generative locus for political debate, community-based
organizing, and consciousness-raising. The regulation of gay bars
was a key contributor to the creation of new LGBTQ+
94
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organizations and to the discourses, strategies, and publications
they developed to combat oppression and promote liberation.
Discriminatory policing and aggressive raids subjected gay bars
and their patrons to the whims of local authorities. Existing
homophile organizations identified this injustice and mobilized
against mistreatment. Concurrently, nascent groups emerged both
through and in opposition to existing active homophile
organizations to combat similar issues. These incipient
organizations extended beyond, and sometimes in tension with, the
work of their homophile predecessors as they developed new
strategies, goals, and sensibilities to respond to the struggles of
their time. San Francisco in the 1960s beget an unprecedented
array of LGBTQ+ activism that expanded queer politics beyond
issues impacting the white, middle-class, gender-normative
gay/lesbian community. Even prior to Stonewall, gay liberation
organizations articulated an understanding of how related
injustices were perpetuated by a racist, imperialist, and capitalist
system. These groups were committed to multi-issue politics and
diverse participatory action that cultivated broader solidarity across
organizations and movements, thereby increasing the likelihood of
social transformation. Throughout this progression, gay bars
remained integral to LGBTQ+ history because of their sustained
centrality to LGBTQ+ life. Gay bars are at once a nexus of
pleasure and pain, of historical memory and embodied future, and
of inclusion and exclusion, revealing that power and change can
emanate from surprising sources.
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Book Review
Defying Homophobic Culture in Cold War America
Adelaide Vergnolle
Cold War America was an era defined by the immense pressure to
conform, but Robert Corber reveals opposition to this culture. He
identifies homosexuality as a type of resistance within the Cold
War period. At the same time, he argues that the male gay identity
was influenced by left-wing political opposition. Homosexuality,
according to Corber, represented a response to fears of the Fordist
regime and subjectivity to consumer capitalism. In other words, it
represented the omnipresent threat of a world where the concept of
the American Dream was in danger. To prove his thesis, Corber
examines novels, plays, and films alongside studies of consumer
culture, national security, and suburbs.
Since 1998 Robert J. Corber has been a professor at Trinity
College in Hartford, Connecticut where he is the Director of the
Women, Gender, and Sexuality Program. His research focuses on
the intersection of American national identity, homophobia, and
Hollywood cinema during the Cold War era. He has been
published by well-accredited publishing institutions.
This book investigates the Cold War Era, a period marked by
the oppression of gay and lesbian individuals because
homosexuality was seen as undermining the American Dream and
democracy itself. Campaigns like “Beware the Homosexual” ran
rampant and many discriminatory laws were used to oppress the
gay and lesbian community.
This author challenges the notion of gay complacency during
the period and instead argues that forms of gay resistance were
exercised despite cultural pressures. He states that although
Hollywood reinforced homophobic stereotypes, it also validated
the existence of gay men in direct opposition to the national goal of
making the gay identity invisible. The reinforcement of
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homophobic stereotypes is exemplified in Corber’s analysis of the
film noir Laura. The main character, Lydecker, is a gay man
utilized in the film to represent the feminization of male
subjectivity, the homosexualization of visual pleasure, and other
oppositional positions. The feminization of male subjectivity that
Corber refers to is the concept that male subjectivity was shamed
through making that subjectivity be described as feminine and
weak.
Lydecker is also seen as an object of potential desire for the
character Mark; Corber notes that in the film Mark is seen having
to resist Lydecker’s face, or “he might succumb to its lure” (69).
While the representation and exposure of a gay individual may
represent and reinforce negative stereotypes on the surface, it also
represents opposition to the norm. Not only does is Lydecker
represent an oppositional ideological position, but he is also a
visible gay character during a time that pushed for the invisibility
of homosexuality. This action could also be considered
oppositional to the dominant culture.
The author references films, books, plays, and interviews as
well as other well-accredited analyses. The footnotes are robust
with reliable resources, demonstrating the detailed approach the
book takes. Corber uses the sources for analysis and to create a
more in-depth take on his own opinion.
This book is extremely detailed, reflecting the meticulous
work of the research but also making it less approachable for
readers. Corber tends to repeat the similar statements multiple
times, to the point where a paragraph would have been better than
a page. However, the author was convincing because of the depth
of his analysis. Corber falls short in inclusivity; his exclusive focus
on men excludes important queer groups. This is especially notable
because Corber makes the claim that these artists helped build the
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foundation of the gay liberation movement, a movement that is
made up of more than just gay men1.
Overall, I would recommend a “sparks-noted” version of this
book. The information is valuable, well-researched, and unique;
but the book is repetitive and narrowly focused. The existence of
gay visibility in a time of social conventionality discussed by
Corber is key to the development and understanding of modernday movements, social standards, and stereotypes of
homosexuality.
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